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This exhibition features works from different series which are bound together by a narrative trait.
“Computer Controlled by Pig’s Brain” alludes to the impact of commercial mass media and the fictive
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nature of images. The history of Chinese painting is dissected and its methodology reflects Guogu´s
questioning approach to established associations and symbols. “The Brain Nerves” are not only abstract
portraits of the mental space of artists such as Marcel Duchamp and Joseph Beuys, but also measure the
sensibility of the brains of the portrayed subjects. The works of the “Visionary Transformation” series are
reminiscent of Buddhist Thangka paintings, yet Guogu aims to distill the essence of the iconographic
subject and to transform the material energy of the painting into a mirror that opens up a personal search
for truth. “The aesthetic resonance of Chakra” series is based on the artist’s exploration of the seven
chakras. These series of paintings share the will to resonate the energy between the space of the painting
and the energy centers within the viewer.

In 2000 Zheng Guogu created The Age Of Empire, now called Liao Garden, as his independent living and
working space, facilitating a multi-disciplinary practice that is open to critical observations. The film
Mind Acts Without Attachments, presented in the gallery´s cinema, partly documents the life and artistic
community generated by this project, allowing the audience to conceptually experience the group’s artistic
practice as well as witness hints of questioning the status quo of society while blurring the line between
fiction and reality.

.

at VeneKlasen/Werner, Berlin

until 25 April 2015
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.

Zheng Guogu “Visionary Transformation” installation views at VeneKlasen/Werner, Berlin, 2015

Courtesy: VeneKlasen/Werner, Berlin.
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– Yangjiang Group: Actions for Tomorrow –

Artand, Sydney. «—Yangjiang Group: Actions for Tomorrow—», Art and Australia, January, 2015.
http://www.artandaustralia.com/news/headlines/yangjiang-group-actions-for-tomorrow

By ARTAND, Sydney

A Kickstarter campaign by 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian Art has been selected for an Art Basel 
Crowdfunding Initiative. The campaign is one of only four non-profit arts projects selected to feature on 
the first wave of Art Basel’s newly launched Crowdfunding Initiative, which aims to generate international 
support for visual arts projects and non-profit visual arts organisations worldwide.

Titled ‘Actions for Tomorrow’ and staged by Yangjiang Group, the contemporary art project funded 
by the 4A Kickstarter campaign will be presented in Sydney during the Chinese New Year Festival 
in January. Yangjiang Group is a contemporary Chinese collective founded in 2002 by Zheng Guogu, 
Chen Zaiyan and Sun Qinglin. Appropriating Chinese calligraphy and experimenting with performance, 
painting, sculpture, photography, video and installation, the group challenges traditional Chinese artforms 
and aims to rid their work of any established rules and conditions. Their practice often comprises daily 
actions and process in the form of non-traditional, large-scale, architectural structures.

The project at 4A will include the commissioning of a new work by Yangjiang Group, an exhibition at 
4A that will take over both the public and private areas, and a one-night only participatory performance 
and garden party at the Chinese Gardens of Friendship in Darling Harbour. 4A’s campaign, which ends 
18 October, aims to raise $20,000 to fund the project.

Yangjiang Group: Actions for Tomorrow, 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian Art, Sydney, January 2015

Image Credits

1. Yangjiang Group, Interior courtyard: pine tree 3, 2008, subversive sea, waterfalls, plastic pine trees, 
CRT TV, wooden bridge; Untitled no.5, Untitled no.9, calligraphy, dimensions variable, Unlimited, Art 
39 Basel, Basel; courtesy the artists.

2. Yangjiang Group, Garden of pine: also fierce than tiger II, 2010, Tang Contemporary Art, Beijing, 
courtesy the artists.

3. Yangjiang Group, After dinner Shu Fa at cricket pavilion, 2012, Eastside Projects and Grizedale Arts, 
Birmingham, courtesy the artists.

4. Yangjiang Group, Zizhiqu: autonomous regions, 2013, Times Museum, Guangzhou, China, courtesy 
the artists.
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REVIEW: Yangjiang Group’s Genre-Defying Acts at 4A 
Sydney

Forrest, Nicholas. «REVIEW: Yangjiang Group’s Genre-Defying Acts at 4A Sydney», Blouin Art Info, January 23, 2015.
http://www.blouinartinfo.com/news/story/1075295/review-yangjiang-groups-genre-defying-acts-at-4a-sydney?__utma=1.1402228635.1423364
669.1423364669.1423364669.1&__utmb=1.8.10.1423364669&__utmc=1&__utmx=-&__utmz=1.1423364669.1.1.utmcsr=google|utmccn=%28

organic%29|utmcmd=organic|utmctr=%28not%20provided%29&__utmv=-&__utmk=63894703

BY Nicholas Forrest | January 23, 2015

Yangjiang Group

My introduction to the Chinese artist collective Yangjiang Group came in the form of an elaborate tea 
ceremony at the 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian Art in Sydney where an impressive array of tea 
making apparatus and tea drinking paraphernalia. The act of taking tea is a common means of “breaking 
the ice,” which the Yangjiang Group’s tea ceremony did remarkably well, especially because of the 
language barrier. But it also served as an introduction to the Group’s practice and to the exhibition I was 
at 4A to see, “Actions for Tomorrow.”

“Actions for Tomorrow” is the Yangjiang Group’s first solo exhibition in Australia and was partly funded 
by a Kickstarter campaign that was selected by Art Basel’s International Crowdfunding Jury to be part of 
a crowdfunding initiative that supports projects from non-profit visual arts organisations from around the 
world. Hailing from the coastal city of Yangjiang, a relatively small city of 2.6 million in southwestern 
Guangdong Province, Yangjiang Group was founded in 2002 by artist Zheng Guogu with members 
Chen Zaiyan and Sun Qinglin. The Group is best known for using calligraphy as the departure point for 
a variety of performances and installations, many ephemeral in nature, that explore issues of culture, 
society, economics, history, and tradition, with a particular focus on the impact of social action, as the 
title of the exhibition suggests.
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Critiques of contemporary society and culture as well as meditations on history and tradition are common 
in contemporary Chinese art, but they often lack depth and appear contrived, as though the artists are 
merely towing the line and continuing the trend. Yangjiang Group’s work stands out because it initiates 
discussion and debate, incites action, and is also sympathetic to the importance of aesthetics. And as a 
result of these characteristics, the Group’s work appears remarkably resolved, both in the context of their 
multilayered practice with its multiple entry points and the harmonious integration of both contemporary 
and traditional elements.

Another crucial aspect of the Group’s practice is their focus on cultural capital, as defined academically 
as the ideas and knowledge that society values, as opposed to objectified cultural capital, or the value 
of the art object. When the market has such a strong influence on people’s perception of contemporary 
Chinese art, the ephemerality of the Group’s work has a major impact on the way it is perceived by both 
Chinese and Western audiences.

On the first level of 4A, on the walls surrounding the site of the tea ceremony, is a newly commissioned 
24-metre-long calligraphic mural. Punctuating the Chinese text is the title of the work, “GOD IS DEAD! 
LONG LIVE THE RMB!” (2015), written in English. Speaking through an interpreter, Zheng Guogu 
explains that the title is a reference to the social situation in Sydney where Chinese development is 
evident and property is being sold to the highest bidder by rich Chinese buyers. Guogu says that lots of 
people can’t afford the prices so they seek God’s help but find out that only the RMB (the currency of 
China) can help them.

The calligraphy of the mural is scrawled across the walls with a graffiti-style energy that is highly gestural 
and emotive. Although the text is in Chinese, it is very painterly and can be experienced purely for its 
beauty and its aesthetic qualities. “They (Westerners) may not understand the calligraphy but everyone 
can understand aesthetics,” said Guogu, who also explained that the highly abstract aesthetic of the 
calligraphy means that some Chinese people and even the artists themselves often cannot read what they 
have written. “But when you see it you can feel the energy from the calligraphy,” he said, adding that it 
acts “like a sort of therapy” and makes you “feel relieved and devoid of panic or tension.” He also stated 
that the calligraphy disseminates the energy of the universe which connects with the universe that he 
believes each person has in the body, joining the two together.

Commenting on the Group’s use of calligraphy, Guogu said: “In 2000 we found that calligraphy had 
been replaced by social media so we wanted to find a way to use calligraphy again in the modern society. 
Sometimes calligraphy is more quick and convenient to express meaning. If you use the computer you 
need to type the words and then print them out. With calligraphy you can write immediately and express 
yourself immediately. To the people of the world calligraphy is like a traditional Chinese element so we 
want to use these traditional elements to let the world know more about China and its traditions in a new 
way. There is some connection between the hand writing and the body. You can express your own energy 
and spirit by writing calligraphy.”

In the centre of the room is the slightly more complex work, “Das Kapital Football (2009-2015),” which 
has been reconfigured for the 4A exhibition. As the title suggest, the work combines Karl Marx’s seminal 
critique of the capitalist system, “Das Kapital,” with a game of football (soccer to us Aussies). The basis 
of the work is a football game staged by Yangjiang Group in 2009 with six teams who played three 
simultaneous games. Prior to the event, the artists commissioned their friends to translate Marx’s “Das 
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Kapital” into Chinese calligraphy on 7000 pieces of paper which were then used to cover the pitch. 
The remnants of the text from the game forms the main component of the installation at 4A where it is 
presented on an elevated platform as a compressed carpet of calligraphy. At each end, where the goal net 
would usually be on a football pitch, is a television – one shows the game in action and on the other a 
bored-looking girl is passed each sheet of text and holds it up to the camera before being passed the next 
piece, and so on. To one side of the installation is a mound of paper that oscillates hypnotically, diverting 
the viewer’s attention from the main work. In light of the artists’ previous references to the landscape, it 
is hard not to relate the mound of paper to a mountain rising out of the sea, which could be represented 
by the carpet of text. Perhaps this is what the Yangjiang Group think that people should be focusing their 
attention on: nature and its place in China’s history and culture.

“Das Kapital Football (2009-2015)” makes more sense if you know that Marxism is still an influential 
component of mainland Chinese society. In fact, according to a recent Time magazine article, universities 
in China have been directed to build their campuses “into strongholds of studying and propagating 
Marxism.” Although the work could be to a number of different interpretations, it is perhaps most 
poignant as a statement on China’s status as a country that is attempting to integrate itself into global 
society, but at the same retain the ideologies and social structures upon which modern China was built. 
The fact that a football game featuring three teams could only end in chaos is perhaps an indication of 
how the Yangjiang Group perceive China’s future if it continues in this direction.  

Moving to the ground floor is the second of the major new works in the exhibition, an installation titled 
“Final Days” (2015), which consists of a mock boutique stocked with bespoke items of clothing produced 
in the artists’ hometown and customized with slogans used by Chinese street vendors. The clothes have 
been covered in wax, freezing the shop and its contents in time. Guogu explained that the inspiration 
for the work is the online shopping trend which he says will make people forget how to shop in a real, 
physical shop. By freezing the boutique in time with wax, visitors can memorize what a real shop looks 
like. Guogu added that in the future he thinks that shops will be like galleries for the products they sell 
because people will only buy their goods online. The wax itself is also more than just a metaphor for time; 
it is also has an aesthetic quality that once again the artists have linked back to the Chinese landscape 
tradition. “The wax is like a natural, frozen landscape – like a snow covered mountain,” said Guogu. “I 
want people to get some energy and spirit from the natural.”

The concept of time is at the very centre of the “Actions for Tomorrow” exhibition, according to Guogo, 
who reiterated the fact that both the downstairs installation, “Final Days,” and the upstairs mural, “GOD 
IS DEAD! LONG LIVE THE RMB!,” both relate to time. “I want to tell people that in life there is time, 
but there should not be a limitation on tomorrow. If you think about time or tomorrow too much you get 
stuck in today and you cannot get to tomorrow easily or quickly,” he said.

Also firmly rooted in the ideologies of time is the tea ceremony through which I was introduced to the 
Yangjiang Groug who have actually turned the ritual into a performance piece for the exhibition. Titled 
“Tea Office” (2015), the work was devised by the Yangjiang Group who have instructed the 4A Centre 
team to engage in the traditional tea drinking ritual each morning. The ceremony begins with the tea being 
poured from the pot into a small cup which the drinker then pours into a small drinking bowl. But before 
the tea is drunk the participant breathes in the aroma of the tea that remains in the empty cup. According to 
the Yangjiang Group, if you breathe in the scent of the tea for 30 second, you are momentarily transported 
to the location of the tea plant from which the tea originated. Just like the Yangjiang Group’s work, the 
tea ceremony is a journey into a completely different realm of time and space. It is this commitment 
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to engaging their audience in an all-encompassing, multi-layered experience that makes the Yangjiang 
Group’s practice so important and “Actions for Tomorrow” such an engaging and compelling exhibition.

Yangjiang Group: “Actions for Tomorrow” is at the 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian Art in Sydney 
until March 7, 2015

Yangjiang Group: “Actions for Tomorrow” at 4A, Sydney 
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Yangjiang Group, Final Days (2015), installation view, 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian Art, wax 
and modified clothing installation, dimensions variable. Commissioned by 4A Centre for Contemporary 
Asian Art. Courtesy the artists and Vitamin Creative Space, Guangzhou. Photo: Zan Wimberley. 
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Yangjiang Group, Final Days (2015), installation view, 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian Art, wax 
and modified clothing installation, dimensions variable. Commissioned by 4A Centre for Contemporary 
Asian Art. Courtesy the artists and Vitamin Creative Space, Guangzhou. Photo: Zan Wimberley. 
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Yangjiang Group, Final Days (2015), installation view, 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian Art, wax 
and modified clothing installation, dimensions variable. Commissioned by 4A Centre for Contemporary 
Asian Art. Courtesy the artists and Vitamin Creative Space, Guangzhou. Photo: Zan Wimberley. 

Yangjiang Group, Final Days (2015), installation view, 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian Art, wax 
and modified clothing installation, dimensions variable. Commissioned by 4A Centre for Contemporary 
Asian Art. Courtesy the artists and Vitamin Creative Space, Guangzhou. Photo: Zan Wimberley. 
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Yangjiang Group, Das Kapital Football (2009-15), installation view, 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian 
Art, ink on xuan paper calligraphy, action, documentation, installation. Courtesy the artists and Vitamin 
Creative Space, Guangzhou. Photo: Zan Wimberley. 
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Yangjiang Group, Actions for Tomorrow (2015), exhibition view, 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian 
Art. Courtesy the artists and Vitamin Creative Space, Guangzhou. Photo: Zan Wimberley. 
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Yangjiang Group, GOD IS DEAD! LONG LIVE THE RMB! (2015), installation view, 4A Centre for 
Contemporary Asian Art, Chinese ink and acrylic paint mural. Courtesy the artists and Vitamin Creative 
Space, Guangzhou. Photo: Zan Wimberley. 
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Yangjiang Group, Actions for Tomorrow (2015), exhibition view, 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian 
Art. Courtesy the artists and Vitamin Creative Space, Guangzhou. Photo: Zan Wimberley 



Yangjiang Group, GOD IS DEAD! LONG LIVE THE RMB! (2015), installation view, 4A Centre for 
Contemporary Asian Art, Chinese ink and acrylic paint mural. Courtesy the artists and Vitamin Creative 
Space, Guangzhou. Photo: Zan Wimberley. 
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January 30, 2015 Written by Luise Guest

Anarchy, Tea, and After-Dinner Calligraphy: Interview 
with the Yangjiang Group

Guest, Luise. «Anarchy, Tea, and After-Dinner Calligraphy: Interview with the Yangjiang Group», DailyServe, January 30, 2015.
http://dailyserving.com/2015/01/anarchy-tea-and-after-dinner-calligraphy-interview-with-the-yangjiang-group/
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January 30, 2015 Written by Luise Guest

Anarchy, Tea, and After-Dinner Calligraphy: Interview with the Yangjiang Group

For contemporary Chinese artists Zheng Guogu, Chen Zaiyan, and Sun Qinglin—known as the Yangjiang Group—art is about social action and
everyday life, including the practice of calligraphy, shopping, football, gambling, drinking, and eating. They believe art and life are entirely
connected, resisting the commercialism of the art market and the over-intellectualization of art. Their latest project, Actions for Tomorrow,
includes a live event, Tea Office, as a feature of the exhibition, with gallery staff participating in a tea ceremony each day.

“We are not conceptual artists,” Zheng told me very firmly when we spoke (yes, over many cups of fragrant tea) at the gallery. Named after their
hometown of Yangjiang, the group formed in 2002 with an anti-authoritarian and inclusive approach to art. Like Joseph Beuys, they believe that
anyone is an artist, aiming to challenge the elitism and privilege that attaches to calligraphy in China—and to contemporary art. I asked
the artists about their unique approach to calligraphy. Zheng Guogu responded to my questions with the help of a translator, while his two
collaborators concentrated on refilling our teacups.

Yangjiang Group. Actions for Tomorrow, 2015; exhibition view, 4A Centre for Contemporary
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Yangjiang Group. Actions for Tomorrow, 2015; exhibition view, 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian Art. Courtesy the artists 
and Vitamin Creative Space, Guangzhou. Photo: Zan Wimberley.
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Luise Guest: Traditional Chinese scholars liked to drink and gamble, as well as paint and write poetry. Are you following in the footsteps of the
literati, or are you challenging those traditions?

Zheng Guogu: At first we wanted to try to experience that life, like the ancient artists. We found that when we were drunk, the calligraphy we
made was very beautiful. We thought it had a special energy, so we adopted this kind of practice. Then we found out that when we were drunk we
could forget lots of the rules of calligraphy. We discovered that the ancient scholars also had many rules, and by breaking them they could make
their calligraphy more expressive. You need to follow traditions first and then break from those traditions.

LG: You have been described as iconoclastic calligraphers who throw thousands of years of Chinese tradition out the window—are you
deliberately challenging China’s cultural heritage?

ZG: Yes, we challenge the old rules because each new generation has radicals who must break with tradition.

Yangjiang Group. Actions for Tomorrow, installation view at 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian
Art.

LG: Is your mural, which includes the words, “God is Dead, Long Live the RMB!” satirizing art as a commodity of international exchange or the loss
of culture and tradition in China in a headlong rush toward ever greater wealth?

ZG: You are not meant to interpret any meaning. You should not use twentieth-century rules to view this exhibition; you should use a new way to
see this. It’s not conceptual art; it has nothing to do with the symbols. Last century when you went to a gallery and saw an artwork, you would be
guessing the meaning behind it. But now, with this work, it’s about how your body reacts—it’s an immediate response, an instinctive and emotional
response.

LG: By choosing to work with calligraphy, you are positioning yourselves in a continuing Chinese cultural tradition. By subverting it, you are
critiquing Chinese culture. Are some of your works  political statements? Here you have written, “God is Dead, Long Live the RMB,” for example…

ZG: No. It’s not art of the head—it’s art of the body and the heart. When you enter into this social space you feel the energy and increase your
spirit. It’s not about the meaning.
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wax and modified clothing installation, dimensions variable. Commissioned by 4A Centre for
Contemporary Asian Art. Courtesy the artists and Vitamin Creative Space, Guangzhou. Photo:
Zan Wimberley

LG: Okay, but in Fuck Off the Rules [1], you appeared to be challenging the very nature and value of art. What do you think is the importance of art
in today’s world?

ZG: Lots of artists today are just fake. Real artists should break the traditional rules. Forget what the form is—then you can create real art. Previous
generations of artists are not on the opposite side to us, we are one line of artists. We are all like the gods.

LG: There seem to be two things that are very important to you—language and what you call “the spirit.” How is spirituality important in your work?
And are these two things connected?

ZG: To write you need spirit—or qi. [2] You use one breath to write one character, so the spirit is important. Some of the ancient calligraphers also
practiced kung fu, so they needed to have great energy. This refers to the spirit and the breath. When you are writing, your brush strokes follow
your breath. When you see calligraphy, you see the writer’s ‘qi‘. This has a relationship with the universe, the earth rotating and orbiting the
sun—the same as the systems in your body. Writing calligraphy follows these rules.

Yangjiang Group. Final Days, 2015; installation view, 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian Art,
wax and modified clothing installation, dimensions variable. Commissioned by 4A Centre for
Contemporary Asian Art. Courtesy the artists and Vitamin Creative Space, Guangzhou. Photo:
Zan Wimberley

LG: How did you three meet, and how did the group start?

ZG: Before 2002, I was working in photography, and then I transferred to writing texts…. In ancient times words had some spirit or energy inside,
related to their nature, as well as something to do with the symbol and the sounds. So I think that words are not 2-D they are 3-D. They are alive. I
changed my own name to ‘Guogu’ so that it would be a unique creation. Then I created my persona, my identity. When somebody calls your
name there is some vibration in the air, in the universe. If you have a negative name the vibration will be negative. Although I think that words have
very strong vibrations, I am not trained in calligraphy, but Chen Zaiyan is a professionally trained calligrapher, trained in Hangzhou. Sun Qinglin is
from Yangjiang. I invited him because I saw his drunk calligraphy and it had a special energy. So we formed this little group.

Yangjiang Group, Das Kapital Football (still), 2009, ink on Xuan paper calligraphy, action,
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documentation, installation (two-channel video: DV widescreen anamorphic, color, with sound,
ink on Xuan paper carpet). Courtesy the artists and Vitamin Creative Space.

LG: When people think of Chinese contemporary art, they think of the major art centers of Beijing and Shanghai—perhaps not of Yangjiang! What
makes you stay?

ZG: Lots of people ask this! A previous generation needed to go to the art centers like Beijing, escaping from small towns, but the real inspiration
for an artist is equally from small places. There is no reason to think there is less inspiration from a small town, or more inspiration from a big city….
In a small town people are living their normal lives, and our work is closer to ordinary people. I find that the most essential thing is to stay in one
place and to pay attention. It’s like art meditation. In a big city there are too many distractions and you cannot concentrate. A real artist has to find
real life.

LG: The Yangjiang Group has blurred the boundaries between art and life. In the past you have made works documenting gambling, drinking,
football, gardening…. Some people might say, “Is that really art? Is that not just life?” What would you tell them?

ZG: The purpose of art is to make people live better. That explains everything we do.

The concluding event of Yangjiang’s Sydney sojourn is the Twilight Garden Party in the Chinese Garden of Friendship on February 14; Actions for
Tomorrow is on view at 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian Art in Sydney through March 7, 2015.

[1] Yangjiang’s 2014 exhibition at Shanghai’s Minsheng Museum, Fuck Off the Rules, was a not-so-subtle reference to Ai Weiwei’s notorious Fuck
Off exhibition and an illustration of their anarchic anti-art approach to the veneration of calligraphy in Chinese culture.

[2] The literal translation is “air” or “breath.” It is the underlying principle in traditional Chinese medicine and the practice of martial art forms. It
refers to the life force and the flow of energy through the body.
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Stratford, Oli. «Vertebra Prominens by Zheng Guogu», Disegno. The Quaterly Journal of  Design, October 28, 2015.
https://www.disegnodaily.com/article/vertebra-prominens-by-zheng-guogu#slide-1

Chinese artist Zheng Guogu takes issue with the traditional relationship between viewer and object. 
“There’s something that disrupts the relationship between viewer and artwork,” he says. “I’m trying to 
get rid of that disturbing layer. The viewer and the artwork: I want a direct relation.“

This idea is the basis of Zheng’s most recent project, a collaboration with the Italian fashion brand Etro, a 
studio notable for its work with paisley. Zheng has designed a capsule collection of silk scarves for Etro, 
as well as using a selection of the brand’s paisley silk scarves as canvases for artworks. “I thought it could 
be interesting to see a Chinese perspective on paisley,” says Jacopo Etro, one of the brand’s three creative 
directors. “We wanted a point of view that comes from somebody else as to what paisley could be”

Working from his hometown of Yangjiang, Guangdong province, Zheng’s mixed-media work draws on 
a blend of historical Buddhist and Daoist art, as well as an interest in contemporary neuroscience and 
culture. What drives Zheng, he says, is a concern for the way in which visual stimuli directly impact on 
the body: “I’m very interested in the research of energy flow,” he says. “Work that you can look at it and 
which you experience on a microscopic level. Your cells respond to the artwork.”

Pattern and colour are Zheng’s main methods for achieving this. The Etro scarves blend colours 
harmoniously to create a species of motley exoticism, and borrow spiralling patterns from Zheng’s 

Vertebra Prominens by Zheng Guogu
London / 28 October 2015
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existing artworks. Elsewhere, in the series of artworks Zheng created for the brand, these same patterns 
are dabbed onto paisley scarves with curlicues of oil paint. In spire of the competing intricacies of the 
paisley and Zheng’s own patterns, the canvases avoid a sense of busyness. They are soothing rather than 
clashing compositions.

“In my paintings I try to eliminate everything that disturbs me when I look at them, until only the things 
that have a direct effect on my body are left,” says Zheng. “The objective is to reach an absolute balance. 
I tried to make the image whole, the background with the paisley and the painting become one.”

Yet translating this process into the practicalities of designing a commercial scarf collection was 
challenging. “Guogo was free to develop what he wanted with these textiles and the result is still very 
much an Etro pattern,” says Jacopo Etro. “He worked a lot on the colours and sent us a mood of colours 
that he wanted, which was a little bit difficult. There weren’t specific colours, more a feeling, so to get the 
right balance of colours was challenging. We had to have a few tries.”

This approach, however, seems to appeal to Zheng. The scarf collection is titled Vertebra Prominens, the 
name of an acupuncture point at the back of the neck which a scarf sits over. Acupuncture, with its direct 
physical impact on the body and discussion of energy flow and qi, mirrors the concepts and effects that 
Zheng wants his artworks to embody and affect: direct stimuli for organising the body’s inner workings.

“You could say the scarves are a tool of communication with the images,” he says. “In acupuncture the 
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vertebra prominens has a corresponding point at the front of the throat, which stands for communication 
. So you can put on the scarf, which has colours that correspond to the paintings and energy points on the 
body, and that will allows you to communicate with the artworks.

“Paisley is a mystical pattern and the symbol for a seed of creation. If you think about a seed, it’s something 
that expands and is dispersed. It grows and touches you through its branches. My artwork it’s similar. 
There are energy points that touch you on a microscopic level, that reach out and develop into something 
else. There is a direct relation between the viewer and the artwork.”

WORDS Oli Stratford, Disegno’s deputy editor
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Etro collaborates with Chinese artist 
Zheng Guogu
The duo designs a limited edition scarf capsule collection
By Verinia Khoo | Published: 16 Oct 2015

Chinese artist Zheng Guogu pictured above. (Photo: Etro/Facebook)

Italian fashion house Etro has tapped Chinese artist Zheng Guogu to create a limited edition capsule 
collection of scarves. Aptly named Vertebra Prominens after the acupuncture point at the back of the 
neck, the scarves sported design references to the Tibetan imagery that was seen in Etro’s ready-to-wear 
Autumn/Winter 2015 collection.

«I wanted to find somebody who understood this kind of Chinese and Tibetan symbolism, so I asked 
a friend of mine who organises the FIAC art fair in Paris for some suggestions,» said Jacopo Etro, the 
brand’s Creative Director.

«She sent me about seven portfolios and one of them was Zheng’s. I love the patterns and the colours 
he uses and I found it interesting that he was into nature, which is something that’s part of our DNA,» 
Jacopo added.
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Khoo, Verinia. «Etro Collaborates with Chinese artist Zheng Guogu», Elle, October 16, 2015.
http://www.elle.my/fashion/News/Etro-collaborates-with-Chinese-artist-Zheng-Guogu

As for Vertebra Prominens, Zheng explained the collection to be «influenced by religion and Buddhism, 
and how energy can flow through the body and bring absolute harmony and balance.» He also shared his 
hopes for Etro costumers to «correspond to energy points on the body» after wearing the scarf.

The scarves are available at £455 (approx. RM2,148) to £605 (approx. RM2,851) at Etro’s flagship store 
on Bond Street in London.
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Rafferty, Penny. «“Spiritual Mashing” with Zheng Guogu», Taz.Blogs, April 14, 2015.
http://blogs.taz.de/contextishalfthework/2015/04/14/the-spiritual-mashing-of-zheng-guogu/

Zheng Guogu’s first solo show in Berlin at VeneKlasen / Werner, is a spiritual overload – mashing 
Chinese, Buddhist and Daoist traditional art with his own unique conceptual framework. He is inspired 
by the methods of Joseph Beuys, Andy Warhol and Marcel Duchamp. As you walk through the works you 
get a feeling of antiquities or relics yet something is unsettling, it brings to mind Philip K Dick’s sci-fi 
novel “The Man in the High Castle” which is set in a world dominated by Japanese and German forces, 
where a booming trade survives in counterfeit cultural objects.

Yet Guogu refers to them as visual tools to explore energy centres. He creates a kind of pseudo-spirituality 
for the viewer and enables them to explore their own personal truths. Large oil paintings fill the rooms 
from various series that he has developed in the last 5 years after he started studying his own personal 
energy. The works are heavily laden with iconographic subject. Guogu seems to make you want to explore 
your own spiritual self as a short documentary plays in the last room about his life and practice in China. 
One haunting phrase from him stands out “thoughts should be empty places”.

“Spiritual Mashing” with Zheng Guogu
     14.04.2015, 18:04 Uhr / von Penny Rafferty 
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©the artist and Vitamin Archive.

Have you always been Spiritual?

No, its directly related to my own personal history of excess, I used to drink a lot, for 10 years 6 bottles 
a day, never sleeping, been crazy to the point of forgetting my actions and who I was. I found myself in a 
state of constant confusion, I was in the hospital, but they couldn’t help. I had to quit, I had to cure myself; 
so I started to learn about Chakra channels and Chinese medicine. When the Chakras are imbalanced you 
get a continuous feeling of dissatisfaction that leads to looking outside for fulfilment – in my case drink. 
One must cure oneself. This relates to the paintings called The Aesthetic Resonance of Chakra No.4 and 
No.6. You have to focus the energy at the highlighted points and within your body as you stand in front 
of them– it’s sort of like a self-healing painting.

When I worked in a collective, I was often drunk. It was more physical and social to be in that state. At 
that time I worked with calligraphy. When I was drunk, I used to write and write, but if you look back 
you can’t see any distinction in the visual work. So I see it as two outlets from my soul and from my 
energy. However, I understand more now, in my current state of enlightenment. When I look back at the 
works I understand them, and the energy that was present in this period. My Teacher is a perfect example; 
I consider it my first contemporary piece. I found a man, of whom many said that he was insane, crazy 
and I asked him to teach me. We went all over the city and I copied and studied him. We had an organic 
bond, I felt safe with him, even when squatting on an intersection in heavy traffic simply laughing at the 
sky – everything made sense. I learnt more from him than from any other teacher, book or scripture I 
have ever seen.
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Zheng Guogu, “The Aesthetic Resonance of Chakra No. 4”, 2014 Courtesy: VW (VeneKlasen/Werner), 
Berlin

It seems a rebellious act to the art world and state at the time?

It was, yet he gave me everything, more than an Art School could ever begin to teach me.

Around 600 BC there was a scientist named Thales who made the first observations on static electricity. 
He saw something nobody else could see and this is something I am looking for. Take the Brain Nerves 
Series: I am mapping the unseen on these paintings. The curve shows the left and right sides of the brain, 
it shows the energy levels of both sides for a particular person. I used Beuys, Duchamp and Jesus among 
others and when you look at the respective portrait, you should feel the same energy vibrations as they 
did day to day. It works with shape: a circle would be a complete state of mind. For me its important that 
the viewer is feeling the direct energy of the works; the shapes and colours act as guides.
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Zheng Guogu, “Visionary Transformation of an Insight 2”, 2012 Courtesy: VW (VeneKlasen/Werner), 
Berlin

So the collector of the work, can use the work spiritually, too?

Yes, this is my intention and for me painting is a tool to tap into spirituality and to physically engage 
the viewer. Art is a socially acceptable way to spread these idea’s, it’s the beginning of a greater field 
of communication. I chose art because I think it’s the highest level of spirituality and it’s the most 
beautiful energy in the world, but I would also happily work on the street with my teacher rather than in 
a commercial gallery.
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Is humanity losing touch with its human-ness in the era of such abundant technology?

Well I see positive change in technological advancement; we started in the mythological era, and then 
moved into the religious and now the technological. Each period created more signs/language and with 
that we developed our sense of soul. Science is a very physical era, but we have to go back to the spiritual 
as well, we should maintain our sense of intimacy with the soul. But the advanced knowledge actually 
helps. Now we know about particles and atoms and how they make up the universe. Consider Buddha, 
we can now see that he is the energy that feeds all these particles. When people die their bodies become 
atoms again and we see the cycle completed. Science just allows us to see this very precisely.

SHOW CLOSES 25. April 2015.

ZHENG GUOGU: VISIONARY TRANSFORMATION

VW (VeneKlasen/Werner) / Rudi-Dutschke-Str. 26 / 10969 Berlin / Tu – Sa 11 – 18h

Cover Image: ©the artist and Vitamin Archive.
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Yangjiang Group Opens ‘Mass Group Incident’ 
in Sydney

By JANELLE CARRIGAN - FEB. 24, 2015

A detail from ‘‘Final Days’’ (2015), an installation by Yangjiang Group. Credit Zan Wimberley, Courtesy 
of Yangjiang Group and Vitamin Creative Space, Guangzhou

SYDNEY — In a serene Chinese garden in the heart of the city earlier this month Sun Qinglin danced 
across a large square of cardboard secured to the ground with overturned rice bowls. With a thick 
calligraphy brush he deftly formed black Chinese characters, and then their English translation: “Your 
lover’s love appears in your mind’s eye.”

Then with 300 people watching the art performance, Mr. Sun and his two partners, who make up the 
Chinese artist collective Yangjiang Group, placed gnawed chicken wings, thin strands of jellyfish and 
strips of tofu atop the sweeping brushstrokes. The last letter was punctuated with a shiny cube of sweet 
potato and globs of rice.

The three-dimensional work they created, “After Dinner Shu Fa,” is part of the trio’s first exhibition in 
Australia, which was curated by 4A Center for Contemporary Asian Art in Sydney, the first installment 
in “Mass Group Incident,” a five-month project that runs through May 31.

Carrigan, Janelle. «Yangjiang Group Opens ‘Mass Group Incident’ in Sydney», The New York Times, February 24, 2015.
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/25/arts/international/yangjiang-group-opens-mass-group-incident-in-sydney.html?_r=1
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Yangjiang Group is famous for subverting ancient calligraphy and bringing everyday pleasures, like food 
and drink, into their mixed-media art. Their show at 4A, “Actions for Tomorrow,” runs until March 7 and 
is an ambitious start to “Mass Group Incident.”

Zheng Guogu, already an acclaimed solo artist, formed the group in 2002 with Chen Zaiyan and Mr. Sun 
in the southern coastal city of Yangjiang, which is best known for its production of Shibazi knives.

“The big city has already been polluted in both an environmental and cultural way,” Mr. Zheng said. In 
Yangjiang “it is still pure, which is more inspirational.”

Yangjiang Group’s calligraphic works and performances have been widely exhibited around the world, 
from Tate Liverpool in Britain to the Mori Art Museum in Japan and the San Diego Museum of Art. They 
have also been shown at Art Basel and the Venice Biennale, and there is a strong commercial market 
for their work, according to Reuben Keehan, curator of contemporary Asian art at the Queensland Art 
Gallery and Gallery of Modern Art. “That hegemony of the Beijing/Shanghai domination of the art world 
is really starting to break down,” he said. “Different parts of China are starting to evolve. It’s still very, 
very fresh but it’s a good time for Yangjiang Group. The art world has come to them.”

‘‘Ink on Your Face’’ (2015), part of a performance work by Yangjiang Group. Credit Blue Murder Studios

Mr. Keehan visited the artists’ bold self-designed studio last year while on a research trip to China. “We’re 
quite familiar now with the slightly older generation of Chinese artists who were around in the 1980s and 
’90s,” he said, “people like Ai Weiwei, Cai Guo-Qiang, Zhang Huan. They’re people who went through 
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the Cultural Revolution and directly experienced the events of the late 1980s.”

The members of Yangjiang Group, born mid-way through the Cultural Revolution in the early 1970s, 
experienced the full brunt of China’s consumer-culture boom of the 1990s.

This is reflected in the group’s “Action’s for Tomorrow” exhibition at 4A, which plays with the notion 
of time. The artists’ “Final Days” installation on the ground floor of 4A’s Chinatown gallery, seems like 
a retail store at first glance. Clothes custom-made in Yangjiang hang on racks and are neatly folded on 
a central table. Slogans on the wall in Chinese and English advertise sales. But every item is encased in 
dripping wax, frozen in time, as globalization and online shopping encroach on local businesses.

Aaron Seeto, 4A’s director, commissioned several new pieces for the Yangjiang Group exhibition. Upstairs, 
new works include a 24-meter-long calligraphic mural in scrawled Chinese and English proclaiming, 
“God is dead! Long live the RMB!” The statement was the result of a discussion the artists had with a 
local Sinologist over dinner about the property market, economics and Australia’s relationship to China. 
“We have both Western standards for art and Chinese standards for art and we combine these together,” 
Mr. Zheng said. “Then we get a new standard.”

Unlike the bold political statements of artists such as Ai Weiwei, the members of Yangjiang Group say 
they’re more interested in challenging social conventions. “I don’t want to distinguish between political 
or not political,” Mr. Zheng said. “It’s a very sensitive issue. We travel from art to beauty, then from 
beauty to social issues. Beauty is the thing that always exists. Political issues change.”

The artists also want to have fun. “That’s one of the fantastic aspects of the work,” Mr. Keehan said. 
“They’re very interested in collaborating with audiences. They let people really participate in the process.”

At the night in the Chinese garden, guests were invited to play a game of chance with the artists. At the 
roll of a dice, winners were rewarded with a free cocktail and losers had their faces painted with random 
black markings. By the end of the night, dramatic curly moustaches and third eyes were as prevalent on 
faces as lipstick.

“Actions for Tomorrow” was partly funded by a new partnership between Art Basel and Kickstarter, 
the online fundraising platform. Last year, 4A’s collaboration with Yangjiang Group was one of four 
nonprofit visual arts projects supported by Art Basel, and more than 20,000 Australian dollars, or nearly 
$16,000, were raised for the show between September and October 2014.

The next installment in 4A’s wide-ranging “Mass Group Incident” project is from nine artists diverse in 
geography and practice, ranging from Shilpa Gupta of India to FX Harsono of Indonesia. The project, 
“Tell Me My Truth,” explores the individual in relation to the group. The project will end with “48HR 
Incident,” a continuous program of live performance and other art over two days. “We are asking 
audiences to really engage, to visit us at odd hours, to commit to the project in ways which galleries often 
don’t ask,” Mr. Seeto said.
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Moore, Christopher. «Sincerity a Story of  a Humble Guangzhou Artist», Randian, May 19, 2015.
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Sincerity a Story of a Humble Guangzhou Artist
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Sincerity
a Story of a Humble Guangzhou Artist

>> print

Zheng Guogu: Visionary Transformation

VW (Veneklasen / Werner) (Rudi-Dutschke-Str. 26, Berlin),  Mar 21–Apr
25, 2015

In the village of Yangjiang, in the province of Guangzhou, in the home of
a musical instrument maker and opera singer, lived a youth whom nature
had endowed with the most gentle manners. His countenance was a
true picture of his soul. He combined a true judgment with simplicity of
spirit, which was the reason, I apprehend, of his being called Zheng
Guogu ( 国谷, b.1970). In 1988, a traveling magician turned the village
into a town with factories, saying, “All is for the best in this, the best of
all possible worlds.” Guangzhou was full of 18th-century Parisian risk
and ripe with 20th-century Californian hope. The town became famous
for making scissors and knives.

Around this time, Zheng moved to Guangzhou to attend the Guangdong
Academy of Art. There he met the Big Tail Elephant, a group of
artists—Lin Yilin, Chen Shaoxiong, Xu Tan and Liang Juhui—who
through their own performance and conceptual magic questioned the
world created by the magician. In the years to come, Zheng would emulate his new uncles rather than the magician. He
worked and played. He built a house of experimentation called Vitamin Creative Space—now one of the most famous
galleries—but he himself renounced his ownership, becoming merely one among its mendicants.

randian - Sincerity<br/>a Story of a Humble Guangzhou A... http://www.randian-online.com/np_review/sincerity-a-sto...
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Zheng Guogu,”Visionary Transformation of an Insight 1″,oil on canvas, 196 x 139 cm (77 1/4 x 54
3/4 in), 2013 (courtesy: VW (Veneklasen/Werner))

In 2002, Zheng founded “Yangjiang Group” (阳江 ) with his fellow artists, Chen Zaiyan (b. 1971, Yangchun, China) and
Sun Qinglin (b. 1974, Yangjiang, China). The group eschews traditional artistic practices, more often using performance
and installation, yet still focusing on calligraphy, the cultural crossroads of art and poetry in China, and also philosophy
and power.

I am not going to tell you the truth anymore. It would take too long and maybe it will change anyway. As Dr Yu Tsun
comments: “Having read various interviews and articles on Zheng, I have some idea of some of his projects but no one
has really got to grips with why he is an artist.” Hu Fang wrote an opaque poem. It is the most useful text.
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Zheng Guogu “One Manipulates into two, two integrates into one No.2″,oil on canvas , 240 x 206
cm (94 1/2 x 81 in), 2013, (courtesy: VW (Veneklasen/Werner)

Rudi

Rudi Dutschke (1940–1979) was the most famous student activist in West Germany. On April 11, 1968, he was shot three
times on Kochstrasse, Berlin, by a right-wing activist following a strident campaign by popular conservative newspaper
Bild and its publisher Axel Springer (1912-1985), whose offices were nearby. Though Dutschke survived, his injuries led to
his early death. In 2008 this stretch of Kochstrasse was renamed after him.

It is appropriate and weird that Zheng has his first solo-show in Germany on Rudi Dutschke Strasse at
VeneKlasen/Werner, the experimental studio of Michael Werner Gallery, famous for its provocative artists including the
likes of George Baselitz (b. 1938), Jörg Immendorf (1945–2007), Markus Lüpertz (b. 1941), A. R. Penck (b. 1939) and, most
relevantly philosophically, Marcel Broodthaers (1924–1976).

The VW exhibition introduces a recent range of objects Zheng has produced since 2000. “Impacted Chairs” are traditional
Chinese chairs made of African ebony, their surface carved to resemble pitting by golf-ball sized hailstones. A similarly
carved traditional wall panel comprises a piebald jigsaw of wooden pieces. “The Aesthetic Resonance of Chakra No.4” (oil
on canvas, 2014) presents the Buddhist Chakra, important in tantric and yogic traditions, as a “chemical” formula.
“Computer Controlled by a Pig’s Brain” (oil on canvas, 2014) is from a series dating from 2006, which extracts the
“hormone” of logos and branding from popular magazines, presenting them as a distillation of thrilling, neon
commercialism for mainlining consumption—endorphin-packed pleasure. Our brain is the pig’s brain—a delicacy—and
thus consumerism is equated with autophagy. In a variation—“Frieze” (2014)—the data floats as hypertext over a packed
bureaucratic (and Western) waiting room.
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Zheng Guogu “Computer Controlled by Pig ́s Brain”, Oil on canvas, 100 x 100 cm (39 1/3 x 39 1/3
in), 2014, (courtesy: VW (Veneklasen/Werner))

The literal heart of the exhibition is a room—a kind of temple—dedicated to a constellation of Buddhist-derived works. The
real religion of both America and China is not Christianity or Communism, rather Capitalism. It is not possible to be atheist
in a Communist country—always you have to believe in a god, whether Mao, Buddha, Confucius, Athena, Hobbes or
Levitation. It is not important that the god exists: belief suffices. Capitalism merely describes a value-exchange system but
belief makes it karma. At the center is the Buddhism-inspired “Visionary Transformation of an Insight No.1” (2012), an oil
painting that mimics a photographic negative. Either side hang mandalas—“Mantra Wheel (for Career II)” (2012) and
“Mantra Wheel (Liberation, III)” (2013)—and on the adjoining walls, opposite one another, classical Buddhist scenes, “One
Manipulates into Two, Two Integrates into One” (Nos. 1 and 2, 2013).

Zheng designed these oil paintings. He then commissioned a specialist painter to manufacture—to make by hand—the
product/commodity. Originality is unimportant; yet Zheng has employed traditional methods to produce traditional objects,
elaborate souvenirs, of his artistic modus operandi. The negative mandala involves the child-like fun of optical tricks,
super superficiality—nothing hidden—reading depth, formal or philosophical, where this is none. And yet it does bewitch.
An “original” painting of a photographic manipulation, the dedicated quality of the copy matters. Here the copying counts
more than the copy itself.
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Zheng Guogu “The Aesthetic Resonance of Chakra No.4″, Oil on canvas 173 x 134 cm (68 x 52 3/4
in), 2014, (courtesy: VW (Veneklasen/Werner))

Retreat into history and tea ceremony

Defining a critical position in China is like lashing oneself to a ship’s mast in a storm. If the mast is not Communism, then
at least cultural nationalism allows a nominal license to be critical. Part of Zheng’s practice is to host a tea ceremony, as
he would partake at home. It is not simple but opulent, including rare and expensive teas of great age. Elegant or
hubris—you decide. I am skeptical but that doesn’t matter. Take it all in context—the Buddhism, the calligraphy, the
hermit-like retreat to rural Guangdong, the making of furniture, the production of painting—and all this is about defining a
space for people, historical and cultural, that sits apart and in judgment against the superficiality of consumption, whether
Communist or otherwise. In a monotheistic universe, Buddhism or aesthetic detachment à la China’s literati artists, or just
sex and comedy, become critical systems simply by being employed as alternative systems. The Other, which they
represent—because they themselves are not, and even cannot, be dominant—is a provocation to supreme egotism.
Consumerism is only a symptom.

The Garden of Forking Paths
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Zheng has been building a paradise in Guangzhou. It is called “The Age of Empire”. It is illegal. He has occupied the land
like squatters in London do the empty mansions of rich foreign investors. It is a type of revolt against a type of colonialism.
Amidst a government crackdown, ostensibly and actually on corruption, what if this is investigated? What if someone
complains? Value has to be provided to the party and the community, albeit largely a self-selecting community who takes
the time to travel to the outskirts of Guangzhou. Negotiation is a word much abused by curators as a synonym for
“discussing” but here the artist must really negotiate, with the peasant “owners”, with local government officials, even the
police. Instigation is the idea and negotiation the practice—the artistic expression splicing freedom and responsibility,
social and political, environmental and communal, albeit in a self-assumed role.

Zheng Guogu “Mantra Wheel (Liberation, III)”, 2013 Oil on canvas 200 x 200 cm (78 3/4 x 78 3/4 in),
2013, (courtesy: VW (Veneklasen/Werner))

One pre-2000 work is included in the show, an image from “Me and My Teacher” (1993), a project in which Zheng
befriended a local beggar and followed him for a month. Under other circumstances it would be termed stalking and yet
as documentation it is also a record of existence. The two are shown squatting in a public area as people walk by. They
are laughing.

We could pontificate endlessly over the multiple possible meanings of each of the works mentioned so far, and others
besides, not least his series of “homages” to Modernist apostles—Duchamp, Beuys, Warhol, etc.: “The Brain Nerves”
(2014). Equally they can be taken on face value—the series includes “My Teacher”.

Zheng could have just stayed in Yangjiang, but he went to Guangzhou and one thing led to another. As much as he saw a
world being made anew, he worked to recreate a version of the old world, idealized certainly, but also through a
negotiation with cadres and collectors, between images and reality, originals and copies, hierarchies and you.

“All that is very well,” said Zheng, “but let us cultivate our garden.”
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Zheng Guogu My Teacher (1993) 

Image: courtesy VW (Veneklasen / Werner) Berlin

Chinese artist Zheng Guogu is hard to pin down. Working in a variety of

media, his versatile practice is characterized by a thematic approach

rather than a signature style. Zheng's complex vision of a world in

constant flux is, on the one hand, informed by an intimate knowledge of

traditional Buddhist and Daoist art, while on the other hand reflecting on

the rapid changes brought on by technology and societal transformations

in China.

Zheng, who's shown at numerous international exhibitions including the

50th Venice Biennale and the 2007 Documenta, hails from Yangjiang, in

China's southwestern Guangdong province.

He was a founding member of the Yangjiang Group, together with Chen

Zaiyan, and Sun Qinglin, who regarded art as being about social action in

everyday life, and pushed for a new practice of calligraphy—along with

shopping, football, gambling, drinking, and eating—in contemporary art.

In the last few years, Zheng has shifted his focus from means of

conviviality (which included, for him, heavy drinking as well) and towards

a research of underlying energies, that is closely linked to Buddhism. To

cleanse the space and prepare the viewers for the exhibition of his new

works at Berlin's VeneKlasen Werner gallery, Zheng conducted a tea
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ceremony prior to the opening last Saturday.

The first two paintings the viewer encounters are reminiscent of

scientific charts. The one hanging opposite them shows a Buddhist

Thangka. How do they relate to each other?

[The series] The Aesthetic Resonance of Chakra focuses on the point in

your body where you should breathe. Take a deep breath as you stand in

front of them. Then move the air up. You have to breathe from your center.

It prepares your energy for viewing the rest of the show. My whole

practice is beyond abstraction or concept. It's a direct interaction with

your body. You don't have to read or to know anything, but to feel it. You

yourself become a part of the artwork. The Thangka is pure energy. You

shouldn't think. It's not Pop or symbolism, it's about the subconscious.

But people have different subconsciousness. It strikes me as

impossible to anticipate what the viewer will feel standing here. How

can you be sure visitors will feel this energy?

You must be under the influence of an education of art history, so you

always automatically look for references, you might think maybe this

artist invents a new way to make art, but you don't need to think at all.

Just match the vibrations of the piece so only you and the work exist, you

are the reflection of the existence of the energy. You can still feel the

energy when you go home.

Zheng Guogu The Brain Nerves (Marcel Duchamp)(left) and The Brain Nerves (Joseph

Beuys) (both 2014)

Image: courtesy VW (Veneklasen / Werner) Berlin

 

Art history is also prominent in your work, though. The Brainwaves

series (2014) references Duchamp, Warhol, and Beuys. Formally, too,

these paintings feel different from the others in the show, though they

are all from the same period. What is happening in these?

When you stand in here [takes position] you are right behind Marcel

Duchamp's brain. This lower back part of your brain? Focus on it, and see

what you feel. The U shape is what everybody's brain energy looks like.

The right and left sides of your brain, emotional and rational, are sending

energy to the lower part in the back for your activity.

This image represents Duchamp's brain, his consciousness. It's the final

image of his life's consciousness. The ideal would be a complete O shape,

like for Buddha, but his is already at a very high level.
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I work with a special medium who sees the magnetic image of the brain,

that's what the date and time stand for. The magnetic brain test only

works on deceased people. Otherwise the brain is still too active. Because

people usually tend to copy or imitate things they see, your brain might

imitate the activity of Duchamp's brain when you stand in front of it. It

might receive a message.

There's also a painting of your teacher's brain, is seems like it's

functioning on a very high level. Who was your teacher?

The work connects to the photograph from 1993, hanging in the other

room [pictured above].

It was taken in my home town, where I have my studio. I spent one year

with him. He has a mental problem, he's special, he is always in this

extremely happy state. His emotional and physical systems are beyond

ours, he eats all this rotten food and he doesn't get sick. We might die if

we eat that. I then realized how I should be making art. I realized this man

was my teacher, the inspiration he gave me was beyond my entire

education, more than Duchamp, Beuys, and Warhol. What he can give me

is untouchable, like heat. So therefore I also tested his brain.

 What are the intellectual processes depicted in your painting

Computer Controlled by Pig's Brain (2014)? Does this work also relate

to brain activity?

My hometown is across from Hong Kong, so we see the lit signs from

there. You never see slogans in English characters in China. Nothing

mixed, but in Hong Kong, the Cantonese mixes with English in a total

hybrid of east and west, which becomes a new thing. But the content of

the signs [we see] is really flat, it's gossip and entertainment. The titular

pig is actually me. I don't know anything about computers and I

processed the signs and slogans on a computer before painting them, so

I'm in control but I don't know what I'm doing.

What is different in you solo work compared to your work with the

Yangjiang Group?

The group originally intended to bring calligraphy into contemporary art.

But for me it's more expansive than that, the medium is not limited to one

type. I do architecture, painting, even video.

Zheng Guogu One Manipulates into two, two integrates into one No.2 (2013) 

Image: courtesy VW (Veneklasen / Werner) Berlin
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I also get the sense that your solo work is more leaned towards the

spiritual world. For example, the Thangka works in this show, or the

Mantra wheels.

I bought these Thangkas from the local lama years ago, and painted over

them. In Buddhism, there's this notion that the world is inverse. What we

believe and do is the opposite of the teachings. So I bought this Tibetan

Thangka and painted on top with the opposite colors. The oil paint covers

the natural materials used for color, which are ground stones and granite.

These original materials possess such a strong energy that the oil paint

can't really cover them. The energy comes through. So that here, the

negative color completes the other side.

Tibetan Buddhism is also called the Religion of Energy. Energy is under

the law and principle of things, under their surface, so this work also

seemingly hides something. It emphasizes the energy. It will also give you

energy. The Thangka is always talking about the rule of the universe,

energy.

In Tibetan culture what they refer to is beyond our world, and what we're

doing is earthly. So I want to find the crossover, which is, for me,

contemporary art, to combine the two.

Your practice oscillates between being tongue-in-cheek and very

sincere. How do humor and sincerity coexist in your oeuvre?

I used to drink a lot and do calligraphy, and the following day I couldn't

remember having drawn them. Then I quit drinking, as doctors warned me

they can't help me if I don't stop. But I also tried to cure myself. So I

found acupuncture, and maybe the world needs to tend to this energy.

Maybe 2,500-year-old Tibetan culture once gave wisdom to people, but

society is moving away from it. That's how I came to focus on the topic of

energy in my work. Every tradition is a break with something older, and

it's always transforming. What we think is traditional now, used to once

be just the most popular fashion, that's how it became a prevalent

tradition. Every tradition actually changes the previous thing. The world is

always transforming and isn't still.

Zheng Guogu, “Visionary Transformation" is on view through April 25, 2015

at VeneKlasen/Werner, Berlin

Follow artnet News on Facebook.
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Zheng Guogu nació en 1970 en Yangjiang, provincia de
Guandong. Se graduó en el departamento de grabado de la
Academia de Bellas Artes de Guangzhou en 1992. Artista con-

ceptual, Zheng experimenta a menudo con diferentes medios con
el fin de explorar los límites entre arte y vida cotidiana. Mientras
que un número incesante de artistas se trasladan a Pekín, Zheng
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permanece en su ciudad. Sólo en los últimos años le ha sido posi-
ble vivir de la venta de su arte, y su éxito actual le ha permitido
continuar un proyecto de desarrollo rural de gran envergadura en
las afueras de su ciudad.

Hans Ulrich Obrist: ¿Puede decirnos cuál es su contribución a
Do it?
Zheng Guogu: Es uno de mis proyectos del videojuego La Época
de los Imperios. Se me ocurrió transplantar un árbol cortándole
todas sus ramas y raíces y volverlo a plantar para ver si crecía de
nuevo. La idea fue podarlo hasta lo esencial, convertirlo en tron-
co y dejarlo crecer después. Es una forma de hacer de lo virtual
algo real. Hu Fang dijo que iba a editar el libro Do it, así que esta
fue mi propuesta.

HUO: El eminente historiador inglés, Eric Hobsbawn, dijo que en
nuestra actual nube de amnesia tenemos la obligación de protes-
tar contra el olvido. Tengo la sensación, cuando leo sus comenta-
rios sobre La Época de los Imperios, en la que evoca del río de su
infancia y la almohada de su estudio como recuerdo de la demo-
lición del Auditorio del Pueblo de Yangjiang, de que la memoria
siempre resurge de algún modo.
ZGG: Muchos de mis recuerdos están en ese trozo de tierra.
Cosas que han desaparecido de la fábrica social, física, de
Yangjiang. He querido utilizar esta tierra para preservar algunas
de ellas. Pero sólo puedes conservar unas pocas, porque no hay
manera de que se pueda reconstruir por completo el Auditorio del
Pueblo. Es como un acto de reencarnación: estas cosas dejan de
existir en un lugar pero reviven en este trozo de tierra.

HUO: ¿Qué parte de La Época de los Imperios se construye y
cuál no?
ZGG: Quiero construir un espectáculo. Como en el videojuego, en
el que el poder y el material humano alcanzan cierto nivel, puedes
comenzar a construir cosas que no tengan un valor funcional.
Quiero coleccionar todos esos espectáculos y hacer de ellos un
museo: El Museo del Espectáculo.

HUO: ¿Cómo funcionaría ese museo?
ZGG: Yangjiang es una ciudad pequeña. No estoy seguro de
cómo funcionaría. Podría empezar invitando a amigos a que rea-
lizaran sus proyectos. No creo que tuviera que hacerse una plani-
ficación estricta. Se basaría en preferencias anecdóticas, no en
rendimientos económicos.

HUO: ¿Cuál es el nexo de unión entre el juego de ordenador y el
mundo real? Parece tratarse de una realidad paralela. El físico
cuántico David Deutsch dice que el mundo contemporáneo es
cada vez más un universo paralelo…
ZGG: ¡No creo que vaya a producir nunca más videojuegos! He
jugado tanto con este juego que comencé a odiarlo. Podía pasar-
me toda la noche jugando para darme cuenta de que había perdi-
do otro día. Pero al menos pude desprenderme del juego por
algunos días. Ahora tengo que enfrentarme a esta realidad y pien-
so en lo que todavía necesito hacer a diario.

HUO: ¿Es esto una utopía?
ZGG: Podría serlo. De un sueño a otro y a otro... No puedes des-
pertarte. Anteriormente solía diseñar edificios, pero eso se ha
acabado. Aunque aún tengo mis propias ideas sobre la construc-
ción y la arquitectura, así que tal vez esto sea el sueño de una
arquitectura personal e ideal.

HUO: ¿Cuál es su ideal arquitectónico?
ZGG: Es complejo, como un juego. Quiero traer cosas de fuera a
Yangjiang. Aquí no hay montañas, en cambio, en Yangchun, la
ciudad natal de mi madre, hay hermosas montañas llenas de
rocas, por lo que decidí traer cuatro rocas a Yangjiang. Pero son
bastante altas: 20 metros cada una. Habría que construir algo que
las sostenga, y esto se convierte en arquitectura en sí mismo: un
armazón de acero y hormigón que albergue las montañas. Este
es el tipo de arquitectura que me gusta.

HUO: Usted ha dicho que el espacio tiene que ver con el dibujo
arquitectónico. ¿Qué papel tiene el dibujo en sus prácticas?
ZGG: Tengo que trazar planos durante el proceso de construc-
ción. Lo importante es comunicar mis ideas arquitectónicas a los
ingenieros, pero puedo hacer un simple esbozo para que ellos
sepan convertirlo en un edificio. No dibujo por dibujar: necesito
trabajar en algo real para coger el lápiz.

HUO: La Época de los Imperios nos lleva hasta Imperio, el libro
de Michael Hardt y Antonio Negri, quien describe la idea de “logo,
no logo.” El logo juega un papel importante en su pintura...
ZGG: Siempre me ha gustado el consumismo. Por ejemplo, cuan-
do viajo en avión, me gusta hacerlo en primera clase. Algunas de
mis pinturas también incluyen logos, que hablan del consumo de
alguna manera. Las pinturas se convierten en una guía secreta
del consumismo, enseñando cómo gastar el dinero. Es un siste-
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ma cerrado de consumo y circulación, igual que el proyecto de La
Época de los Imperios es un acto de consumo.

HUO: ¿Cuál es el papel de la pintura?
ZGG: Trabajé con la fotografía durante siete u ocho años y me
volví escéptico ante la idea de que una imagen valga más que mil
palabras. ¿Por qué no disponer entonces de esas mil palabras?
Así que decidí que solamente la pintura me permitiría hacer eso.
He trabajado con anterioridad como diseñador gráfico, por lo que
pasé un año reuniendo pasajes de textos de revistas y rediseñán-
dolos. Utilicé la pintura para representarlos, aunque no mucha
gente verá estos trabajos como pintura en el sentido tradicional.

HUO: Usted colecciona gran cantidad de palabras e imágenes…
ZGG: Encuentro cosas y las almaceno, y actualizo este archivo
constantemente. A medida que los medios de comunicación cam-
bian, las cosas desaparecen. La manera en  que se hablaba en
2001 ha cambiado hoy. Las cosas están cambiando siempre. Ya
no es posible describir las cosas de esa forma. Se convierten en
historia.

HUO: ¿Cuál es el papel del estudio? ¿Tiene ayudantes?
ZGG: Tengo un estudio para mi colectivo de caligrafía, el Grupo

Yangjiang, y  otro para mi trabajo personal. En el de caligrafía
tengo ayudantes, pero es algo improvisado. Preguntamos a la
gente en la calle cuánto ganan al día. Si dicen 100 RMB, les ofre-
cemos 200 para que hagan caligrafía con nosotros. Cuando traba-
jaba en la construcción, solía pedir a los carpinteros que hicieran
mampostería. De esta manera sacudes la cotidianidad de la
gante...

HUO: Usted es el único artista con el que me he entrevistado en
China que tiene todavía un grupo. Ya no hay manifiestos ni grupos.
China tuvo algunos movimientos en los 80, incluso en los 90,
como el grupo Gran Cola de Elefante, en Guangzhou. En un entor-
no creciente de tendencia al mercado, los grupos han desapareci-
do, pero usted fundó uno en 2002, lo que es casi un manifiesto
contra la actual discusión en China sobre caligrafía/anti-caligrafía,
devolviendo las palabras a sus orígenes.
ZGG: Cuando estaba en la escuela, mis profesores me advirtieron
de lo fea que era mi escritura. En 2002 conocí a Chen Zaiyan y
Sun Qinglin, lo que me hizo descubrir que siempre tuve capacidad
para escribir, así que formar un grupo fue una manera de superar
mis tempranos azoramientos con mi caligrafía. Uno puede apren-
der de las virtudes de otros, subsanar sus propias deficiencias,
discutir y debatir.
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Zheng Guogu was born in Yangjiang, Guangdong Province, in
1970. He graduated from the printmaking department of the
Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts in 1992. A conceptual artist,
Zheng often experiments with different media in order to explore
the boundary between art and everyday life. While an increasing
number of artists head to Beijing,, Zheng remained in his home
city. It is only in recent years that Zheng has been able to live from
the sale of his art, and his recent success has allowed him to pur-
sue a massive rural development project on the fringes of his city. 

Hans Ulrich Obrist: Could you explain your contribution to Do It?
Zheng Guogu: It’s one of my projects in the computer game Age
of Empires. I had the idea to transplant a tree, cutting off all its
branches and roots and replanting it, to see if it could grow again.
The idea was to cut the tree down to its essence, a log, and then
to let it grow out again. It’s a way of making the virtual into the
real. Hu Fang said that he was editing this book, Do It, and I
thought of using this as my proposal.

HUO: Eric Hobsbawm, the eminent English historian, says that in
the current cloud of amnesia we have an obligation to protest
against forgetting. And I have the feeling when I read your com-
ments on Age of Empires, where you talk about the river of your
childhood and the pillow in the studio as an embodiment of the
memory of the demolished Yangjiang People’s auditorium, that
memory somehow surfaces. 
ZGG: On that piece of land there are many memories. Things that
have disappeared from the physical social fabric of Yangjiang. I

want to use this land as a place to preserve some of those. But
you can only preserve a little, because there’s no way I can rebuild
the entire People’s Auditorium. It’s like an act of reincarnation;
these things cease to exist in one place but they come to exist on
this plot. 

HUO: Which part of the Age of Empires is built and which unbuilt? 
ZGG: In the future, I want to build a spectacle. Like in the video
game, when your human power and material power get to a cer-
tain level, you can start building things that have no functional
value. I want to collect all of these spectacles into a museum: the
Spectacle Museum. 

HUO: How would that Spectacle Museum work? 
ZGG: Yangjiang is a small city, I’m not sure how this would oper-
ate. I could start inviting friends to come realize their projects. I
don’t think it would necessarily involve any strict planning. It would
be based on anecdotal preferences, not on hard economics.

HUO: What’s the link between the computer game and the real
world? It seems to be like a parallel reality. The quantum physicist
David Deutsch talks about this idea that the contemporary world is
more and more of a parallel universe...
ZGG: I don’t think I would ever produce computer games! I played
this one game for so long that I started to hate it. I would stay up
all night playing and then at morning I’d realize I had wasted
another day. But at least then I could leave the game alone for a
few days. Now I have to face this reality. I think about what I still
need to do everyday.

HUO: Is this a utopia?
ZGG: It could count as one. From one dream into another. You
can never wake up. Before, I used to design buildings; that’s over
now, but I still have my own ideas about construction and architec-
ture. So perhaps this dream is a personal architectural ideal.

HUO: What is your ideal of architecture?
ZGG: It’s complicated, like a game. I want to move things into
Yangjiang from outside. There are no mountains in Yangjiang, but
in my mother’s hometown of Yangchun they have lovely moun-
tains made of rock, and I decided to move four to Yangjiang. But
they are quite tall: 20 meters each. You have to build a support to
hold them up, and this becomes architecture in its own right: a
shell of steel and concrete encasing the mountain. This is the sort
of architecture I like. 

HUO: You mentioned that space has to do with architectural draw-
ings. What’s the role of drawing in your practice? 
ZGG: I have to draw plans in the process of construction. The
important thing is to communicate my architectural ideas to the
engineers, but I can draw a simple sketch and they know how to
translate it into a building. I don’t draw for the sake of drawing. I
have to be working on something real to pick up the pen.

HUO: Age of Empire brings us to Empire, the book by Michael
Hardt and Antonio Negri, who describe this idea of “logo, no logo.”
Logos play a big role in your painting. 
ZGG: I have always liked consumerism. For example, when I fly, I
like to fly first class. Some of my paintings also include logos,
which speak to a very gossipy form of consumption. The paintings
become a secret guidebook for consumerism, teaching you how to
spend your money. It’s a closed system of consumption and circu-
lation, just like the Age of Empires project is an act of consump-
tion. 

HUO: What is the role of painting? 
ZGG: I worked in photography for seven or eight years and got
skeptical of the idea that a picture is really worth a thousand
words. Why not just have a thousand words? So I decided that
only painting would allow me to do that. I had worked previously
as a graphic designer, so I spent a year picking passages of text

Zheng Guogu’s talk with Hans Ulrich
Obrist

Hans Ulrich Obrist
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Hans Ulrich Obrist es uno de los críticos, comisarios de exposiciones
y escritores más activos y prolíficos de la última década. En 1993
(cuando tenía 25 años) fundó el Museo Robert Walter y dirigió el pro-
grama “Migrateurs” del Musée d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris.
Actualmente es co-director de la Serpentine Gallery (Londres). 

HUO: ¿Quiénes son sus héroes? 
ZGG: Son muchos, o ninguno. El videojuego La Época de los
Imperios. Tengo tantos que me confundo. Beuys, Duchamp…
Cuando comencé en la escuela de arte en 1993, leíamos mucho
sobre ellos pero entendíamos muy poco. Jeff Koons, Andy
Warhol..., todos ellos eran nuestras referencias.

HUO: Para algunos artistas jóvenes usted es su héroe. Rilke
escribió la maravillosa Cartas a un joven poeta. ¿Qué consejo le
daría a un joven artista?
ZGG: Sólo tienes que atreverte. Eso es tener media batalla gana-
da. Simplemente, ¡hazlo! 

HUO: ¿Ha escrito algún manifiesto?
ZGG: Hace tiempo. En 1995 y 1996. Volver a ellos es una forma
de teorizar. Escribí un ensayo sobre fotografía en el que decía
que incluso accionar el disparador era excesivo. Tengo un mani-
fiesto en el que afirmo que incluso los analfabetos tienen la capa-
cidad de escribir caracteres.

HUO: Rirkrit Tiravanija declara que el futuro es el cromo…
ZGG: La mejor respuesta es la Damien Hirst: “El futuro lo será sin
mí”. Confundiremos y mezclaremos muchas cosas en el futuro.
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from magazines and redesigning them. I used painting as a way
to display them, but not many people would see these works as
painting in the traditional sense. 

HUO: You are collecting a lot of words and images... 
ZGG: I find things and then I store them. I update this archive con-
stantly. As media continues to change, things disappear. Whatever
they were talking about in 2001 has changed now, things are
always changing. You can’t describe things that way anymore. It
becomes history.

HUO: What is the role of the studio? Do you have assistants? 
ZGG: I have one studio for my calligraphy collective, The
Yangjiang Group, and another for my own work. In the calligraphy
studio we use assistants, but it is more improvised. We ask peo-
ple on the street how much they make a day. If they say 100 RMB,
we offer them 200 to do calligraphy with us. When I was in con-
struction, I would often ask carpenters to do masonry. You shake
up these people’s lives in this way.  

HUO: You’re the only artist I’ve interviewed in China who still has
a group. There are no more manifestos or groups. China had
movements in the 1980s, and even as late as the ’90s with the Big
Tail Elephant group in Guangzhou. In the more market-driven
environments groups have disappeared, but you founded one in
2002 which is almost like a manifesto against the current calligra-
phy/anti-calligraphy discussion in China, bringing words back to
their origins. 
ZGG: When I was at school, my teachers told me how ugly my
writting was. In 2002 I met Chen Zaiyan and Sun Qinglin, and I
realized that I had always had the power to write, and creating the
group was a way of getting over my earlier embarrassment about
my handwriting. You can learn from others’ virtues, make up your
own shortcomings, discuss and debate. 

HUO: Who are your heroes? 
ZGG: Too many. Or none. The computer game Age of Empires. I
have so many I get confused. Beuys, Duchamp... When I started
art school in 1993 we would read about them but understand very
little. Jeff Koons, Warhol, we looked at all of that. 

HUO: For some young artists you are their hero. Rilke wrote the
lovely Letters to a Young Poet. What would your advice to a young
artist be?
ZGG: You just need to dare to do it, and that is half the battle. Just
do it! 

HUO: Have you writen any manifestos? 
ZGG: Long ago. In 1995 and 1996. Back then you could theorize.
I wrote a piece about photography where I said that even releas-
ing the shutter was excessive. I have a manifesto that states that
even the illiterate have the power to write characters. 

HUO: Rirkrit Tiravanija says the future will be chrome...
ZGG: The best answer is Damien Hirst’s: “the future is without
me”. We’ll confuse and mix up a lot of things in the future.

Hans Ulrich Obrist is one of the most active and prolific critics, writers
and curators of the last decade. In 1993 (when he was 25) he founded
the Robert Walter Museum and directed the program “Migrateurs” at
the Musée d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris. He is currently director of
the Serpentine Gallery (London).
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A conversation with Zheng Guogu
Founding Member, The Yangjiang Group, China
Stella Rosa McDonald Sydney 12 Nov 2014

Mc Donald, Stella Rosa. «A conversation with Zheng Guogu», Ocula, November 12, 2014.
https://ocula.com/magazine/conversations/zheng-guogu/

Ocula Conversation 

Over the Australian summer, cult Chinese artists Yangjiang Group will present a new multi-site work 
commissioned by 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian Art. Actions for Tomorrow will take over both the 
public and private areas at 4A in addition to a one-night only participatory performance and garden party 
at the Chinese Gardens of Friendship in Sydney. The exhibition was one of only four major international 
projects featured in the first wave of the Art Basel Crowdfunding Initiative. Known for their performative 
work that invites social action and private reflection for audiences through expanding the boundaries of 
traditional Chinese calligraphy, this will be the group’s first time in Australia.

Stella Rosa McDonald met with member Zheng Guogu on a recent site visit to Sydney to discuss the 
politics of handwriting, the Group’s ideology, the symbolism of the Chinese Garden and the importance 
of getting drunk.
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Does the Yangjiang Group “perform” commonplace activities such as meeting, eating, drinking and gam-
bling or are you just enthusiastic eaters, drinkers and gamblers? What, if any, are the boundaries between 
art and life?

The Yangjiang Group is a way of life. In particular the way we use calligraphy as a medium to challenge 
the traditional notion of calligraphy apart from its usual context in everyday life. Everyone is an artist in 
their own right and everyone is entitled to create a way of life that they can enjoy. The creation of art is a 
desire for a better everyday life.
Can you talk about the politics of calligraphy in China, for example the introduction of simplified charac-
ters in Mainland China in place of traditional script? 

Traditionally calligraphy is a form of social status. For example if you’re working for the government, 
you have to have perfect handwriting. It would be rare for someone in a government position to have 
bad handwriting. In a modern society we mostly use computers so it doesn’t require you to have the skill 
to write calligraphy and I think its better that way. Calligraphy becomes, as it used to be, a medium of 
artistic expression that gives ordinary people an outlet for artistic expression. It no longer has the social 
significance it used to.

Modified script was implemented in the Qing dynasty and the Song dynasty, as well as in China today, 
so I see it as part of continuity in Chinese history in which language is always evolving. Those in power 
introduced the simplified Chinese characters deliberately; it served a special need in time. Lots of people 
in Mainland China were uneducated and the traditional script is complicated for ordinary people. It was 
socially liberating for many people.
The critic Peter Schjeldahl, in describing the word paintings of Ed Ruscha, describes the experience of 
these works as “a tantalizing standoff in the brain, between looking and reading.” There is something of 
this visual and cognitive divide in the work of the Yangjiang Group, where writing is often unreadable, 
written in food, written while drunk or made illegible in other ways. Language exists both materially and 
conceptually. Can you talk about the Yangjiang Group’s relationship with language?

Other people might see it as junk and may think that we don’t know what we’re doing but for us we are 
always conscious of our practice. We want to show that there are different ways to use calligraphy as 
means to express ideas. We want to create a new understanding of the traditional form in a non-traditio-
nal setting. Traditional calligraphy restricts expression because of the need to have perfect handwriting. 
What we do is to challenge this tradition and to bring back the form it used to be, free and without rules. 
We began to drink when we wrote because traditionally if you were a master of calligraphy the drink 
enabled your Chi, allowing you to finish the work. I see Chi as not just energy but an ideology as well 
that transfers between the artist and the audience.
How important is it to be understood when you write in this expressive way, free from traditional rules?

It’s not very important that you understand the meaning of a specific character. It is important for you, as 
the audience, to understand the creative process of making and have a personal connection to the artwork. 
It’s not essential for the audience to understand Chinese in order to understand what we are trying to say.
The Yangjiang Group often create alternative social spaces do you think that being drunk is important as 
an alternative space in this sense?

It’s very important! [Laughs] Because lots of unexpected things happen after drinking and it is a way to 
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escape the boundaries of the everyday. After many years of practice we have realized that if we are drunk 
enough, to a certain point, we always feel a sense of achievement when we look at our work afterwards 
because we see it as being a result of being the best we can be. Getting the limit right is the key; some-
times we do have too much.
A lot of people, particularly in Sydney, are familiar with the proposed site of Actions for Tomorrow, the 
Chinese Garden of Friendship. The gardens are a strange, timeless place where there exists a unique rela-
tionship between culture and commerce. It is a fantasy playground where you can hire Chinese dress and 
play make believe for an afternoon. How did you interpret the site?

We visited the site for the first time this afternoon and we were wondering the same things. How to use 
the garden as a space? It seems like an idyllic setting for a traditional Chinese scene - an old man doing 
calligraphy for example. But our challenge is how to contemporize this space.

I see it [the Chinese Garden] as similar to the western concept of a church. People go to church to get 
peace of mind. The Chinese garden is full of the same symbolic significance as a church - there is a 
balance created between heaven and earth that allows visitors to absorb the energy of the universe.  In 
Chinese culture the garden is usually privately owned, and is a way to showcase the social class of its 
owner. Objects and plants are not organized arbitrarily but carefully planted and arranged to express the 
unique character and status of the owner.

Similar to our practice, these gardens are an alternative space that allow for an escape from your ordinary 
life. The garden is the same as an artwork. What makes a great artwork that sustains its power for gene-
rations to come? It really depends on the Chi of that artwork; if it represents, in some way, the power of 
the universe then it can sustain itself. This notion of balance applies to both western and Chinese culture.

In China, drinking tea has a cultural significance because it’s not a practice that’s accessible to ordinary 
people. It is a social practice that, like calligraphy, shows your status. There is a tearoom in the gardens 
and one idea might be to bring some very good tea from China for people to try and see if the energy of 
the tea becomes important in that space. One thing that is striking about this garden is the bamboo. In 
Chinese culture bamboo describes the honesty of a person because the middle part of bamboo is empty, 
symbolizing that the person has nothing to hide.
Is a cultural context or location important to the work of The Yangjiang Group?

For some artists it is important to have a connection to the place they are making work and to find the 
history behind it, but for us we believe history is history. We don’t have a selection process in terms of 
the location or the cultural background of a place, we just respond intuitively to the space.
What remains after you have left?

The best outcome is for the audience to get something out of the work and take it away with them. This 
means that you as the audience have become part of the work. It is just a moment in life.—[O]
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Sozzani, Franca. «Zheng Guogu», L’Uomo Vogue, Numero 434, October, 2012.

L'UOMO VOGUE | People & Stars | Zheng Guogu

Zheng Guogu
From interior design to art. The absolute visionary, Zheng Guogu, with an utopian dream. English and Chinese text

Tag ZHENG GUOGU   THROUGH POPULAR EXPRESSION   EMPIRE TIME

PEOPLE & STARS

Yung Ho Chang
Yung Ho Chang is a
visionary, an artist, and an
architect. Chinese text

He lives in Yangjiang, in the province of Guangdong. His

art is the result of the use of very different techniques

and materials, which range from embroideries on canvases,

to wax with which he creates huge artworks, photography,

painting, sculptures and installations. In 2006 he won the

Chinese Contemporary Art Award. He’s an allaround artist

and is famous worldwide: he has been featured in

exhibitions everywhere, from Saatchi in London to the Mori

Art Museum in Tokyo, to the 50th edition of the Venice Art

Biennale, to France and, of course, Beijing. He’s inspired

by folk stories that he prints on fabrics or replicates in

the form of photographs, or that he embroiders directly on

a canvas, like his contributions to the series Through

Photo Vogue
PhotoVogue  PhotoVogue Editors

PhotoVogue Editors
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PEOPLE & STARS

Chen Man
Chen Man is the first fashion
photographer to portray China
in a contemporary way
through clothing. Chinese text

PEOPLE & STARS

Han Han
Han Han: the most famous
blogger in the world.
Photogallery and Chinese text

PEOPLE & STARS

Ou Ning
An outsider, Ou Ning, with
imagination without
boundaries. Chinese text

Popular Expression, which represent his answer to the most

commercial side of art.

 

These artworks reflect the use of those kinds of media

that invade and influence our life and use, once again,

the most diverse materials, from Hong Kong’s pop culture

magazines to the places of consumption. His photography

correlates the postCultural Revolution generation with

today’s world. Guogu doesn’t want to judge through his

works, but only show how reality has had its horizons

widened. He also loves to correlate, through his

sculptures, the evolution of Chinese economy, which

happened suddenly, with the country’s thousandyear old

tradition.

 

He’s thin, pale, and has a bright look.  He

studied interior design at the Guangzhou Academy of Fine

Arts, and after working as an interior designer he

understood that “everything that I was imagining was being

incredibly limited by reality and usefulness. I wanted to

pursue my dreams, which were impossible for an interior

decorator. The only job that lets you wander off without

limits in any field and that never sets boundaries between

creativity and creation is art”. For Guogu “being an

artist is a state that you must build on your own. It’s

like setting off towards a journey, a natural skill”. And

he wants no limits.

 

Today he’s working on a colossal project: starting from a

very popular Internet game, Empire Time, he’s trying to

bring art into his own life. He has bought a piece of land

where he can build houses and every kind of object for

himself, thus wanting to create his own Utopia. He’s an

absolute visionary and is extremely determined. His

“Empire Time” will be real, strong. Guogu will live inside

his own art. “By transforming a utopia into reality I’ve

understood what art really is”, he adds.

 

L'Uomo Vogue, October 2012 ﴾n. 434﴿

 

Above. Coat: Gucci

 

郑国谷生活在广东省的阳江，他的艺术形式是运用技术和不同材料创作：他的作
品遍于布布艺的刺绣品,大块的蜡烛，照片，绘画，雕刻和装置。在2006年，他
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AGENDA DEL WEEKEND

Summer last
minute
Tours in the city, to the
islands in the Mediterranean,
or in search of the most
beautiful beaches in Italy.
Some suggestions for last

VOGUE ARTS

Mont Blanc: the
exhibition
A major exhibition in the heart
of Courmayeur to portray the
heart and soul of Monte
Bianco

CURIOSITÀ

NOTIZIE BELLEZZA

Dietary
supplements:
check the label
Dietary supplements’
business is constantly
growing. The problem lies in
the distribution, that is not

Name Email

Post

获得了中国当代艺术奖，他是一个全面的艺术家，在国际上也取得很大的成功。
他的灵感来自于对香港流行文化的报纸这类题材的面料打印或者照片复制品还有
布艺刺绣这样的历史元素。这些作品反映了对媒体的再利用，从而影响我们的生
活，并且使用多样的材料。他很喜欢通过他的雕塑作品与中国经济的发展进行联
系，通过上千年的中国传统进行着无意间的创作。他面色消瘦，脸色有点苍白，
但表达上却十分地生动。他毕业于广州美术学院室内装饰专业，后来从事家居环
境装修，他明白“在现实和实用的面前，我的一切想象都太有限了，我会尽可能地
去坚持我的室内装饰这一专业。艺术的创新是唯一一个在任何领域里没有限制,没
有国界的工作”。

对于国谷，艺术的本质是要保持一个必须单独来创作的状态，如同行走在街道
上，是一种天生的能力，他不希望被限制，如今，他正在在做一个很大的项目：
是关于在网络上非常流行的游戏，“帝国时代”，他正在寻找把艺术带向真正的生
活中的方式。他已经拥有了一个很大的场地,在这里可以建造家和他自己想要的任
何形式的艺术。这样子他想以此实现他的乌托邦。国谷生活在他自己的艺术
里。(大衣 GUCCI)

di Franca Sozzani

Published: 10/28/2012  07:00
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Hanru, Hou. «Jtopia in Action, Chinese Contemporary Art Confronts Consumer Society», 
Utopia Contemporary Art, 2012, pp. 160-171.

Hou Hanru, Jtopia in Action, Chinese Contemporary Art Confronts Consumer Society,《Utopia 
Contemporary Art》, Pp160-171,2012
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Amery, Mark. «Many strands of  one story», The Dominion Post, February 2, 2012.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/culture/visual-arts/6349139/Many-strands-of-one-story

 Local knowledge is a charged subject in art. Globalisation sees artists on the move, while locally funded 
institutions bring together the local, national and international in ever-closer exchange and, sometimes, 
tension.

While a lot of art moves around independent of its context, there’s increasingly an interest in work about 
local needs or concerns. Artists can be both local and global.

As outsiders they can act as introduced agents of change. Wellington artist Maddy Leach, for example, 
worked in 2011 with communities as distant from each other as Tasmania and Cork, Ireland.

Contrast this to artists whose history and practice are grounded in one place, such as Veranoa Hetet. Her 
work in the Dowse show Local Knowledge is all about taking forward her whanau’s artistic practice here 
at Waiwhetu.

Local Knowledge is a smart, thoughtful exploration of different approaches to our grounding in place and 
time. Viewers may initially find its breadth confusing, yet it’s asking you to take some time to do some 
thinking. The strength of underlying connections between works sees it continue to turn over in my head.

In its triangular mosaic and tukutuku-like configuration of pattern and materials, Hetet’s work doesn’t 
feel like a progression of local form, more a collecting together of many strands as one story. As vital as 
its local contribution to this show is, I find the containment of techniques and materials awkward.

Joe Sheehan’s cassette tape carved from pounamu is distinctive and eloquent. The cassette contains a tape 
of the sound of the river from which the stone was sourced, reminding us of the power an object has as a 
holder of place and time.

Chinese artist Zheng Guogu’s film presents his ongoing project to acquire land and build his own empire 
– fascinatingly, a physical realisation in his homeland of buildings from an online game. As a local 
viewer, however, I felt frustrated by the oblique rather than documentary presentation of the project.

Ans Westra’s photographs of Lower Hutt in 1989 recognise a local artist’s take on the local, yet they also 
make us think about the power of the outside eye. Westra wasn’t a resident when these photographs were 
taken, and her work has been much discussed in relation to her as a photographing outsider.

Fiona Hall’s Living Halls project is another strong twist on the tensions wrapped up in the theme. She 
made an open call for people around New Zealand to paint pictures of their memorial halls, and they’re 
exhibited here collectively as a new community.

Part of the project’s bite is that what the paintings often lack in artistic distinction they make up for in 
local warmth and pride.

Many strands of one story
MARK AMERY
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Julian Priest and Simon Faithfull find delightful new ways to consider the artificially constructed 
relationship between time, activity and location. Like Guogu, they ultimately assert people’s power to 
create their own structures and paths.

While with Priest’s public clock I find the exhibition of computer gear an unnecessary way of making 
visible the mechanism behind it, getting time to be governed by activity at the Dowse is thought-
provoking – not to mention sinister in how it makes us consider information collection via surveillance 
of our physical and digital movement.

Mike Heynes’ work also messes beautifully with the relationship between time and place, inserting 
figurines from foreign historical wars into miniature historical scenes of the Hutt – previously made for a 
local museum by a local artist. As standalone works they’re lightweight, but strong in the context of the 
show.

In contrast, Dan Arps’ installation ably demonstrates why he was winner of the 2010 Walters Prize, yet its 
links to the show are more indirect. A tent town of cheap overseas-produced furnishings in the process of 
being unpacked and installed, it speaks powerfully of how we now as a culture often construct our space 
in a place with little regard for material, as if it were for a limited time only.

Local Knowledge, The Dowse, Lower Hutt, until April 22.
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«Zheng Guogu. Visit in virtual society and play in reality», Art Survey 01, January, 2011.
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Fabus, Palo & Mecl, Ivan, «In China with Jérôme Sans», Umelec magazine, February 1, 2010.
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Chinese art has made inroads into western galleries since the 1990s, but

mostly through institutional means or in the environment of private

multinational gallerycorporations. The selection is consequently limited

and not entirely free, with the same rotation of names and presented with

a particular western curatorial lens, lacking both impulsiveness and

spontaneity. It might be expected that the ongoing work of French curator

Jérôme Sans on the Chinese creative scene is threatened by these same

shortcomings. However, Sans is no typical western stooge permitted to

stick his nose into the sumptuous workshops of a few preselected super

artists. Rather, he is personally trying to write missing or wholly indecorous

chapters of contemporary Chinese art, on the new wave of the 1980s for

example, which is littleknown in the West. He leads the UCCA gallery in

Peking (with market access and support from private sources) under the

unique conditions of the Chinese imperial resurgence as a continuation of

his work at Palais de Tokyo. Now he has let the artists speak for

themselves. From a recentlyprinted publication of conversations with

thirty prominent contemporary Chinese artists we have selected three

interesting cases, and we have appended the short conversations with their

interviewers.

Inasmuch as a certain message repeats itself between the lines of most of

the interviews with the artists, it in many cases reflects acknowledgment of

the influence of Andy Warhol on the consideration of their own work and a

whollyunderstandable reflection on historical changes in the last thirty

years, both on the individual and the collective level. The selected

conversations stand out from the rest of the publication in their incisive

frankness and their treatment of personal details, which cast at the least,

an uncertain light onto the collective Chinese experience compared to the

socalled ‘unrecognized obvious’.
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Je zvykem literátů jména

reálných postav či dokonce míst

a institucí z různě motivovaných

ohledů měnit či komolit. Popis

reálného, ač většinou

satirizovaného, chování takových

postav a institucí a i ostatní jejich

projevy se tak ukrývají za

pseudonymy stejně jako se

tamtéž ukrývá autor před pěstmi

či právníky svých literárních

předloh. Tato zkušenost mě už

několik let nezajímá. Zajímá mě

podávat pod autentickými jmény

konkrétních osob a institucí svou

představu jejich chování a

projevů, s častným odhlédnutím

od známého kontextu,

podrobovat je satirizování,

pamfletizování, dehonestování

nebo naopak idealizování a

vytvářet tak nový druh

rozměrného pseudonymu na

druhé straně dvojtečky. V této

hře je tento princip uplatněn v

nejvyšší míře (jen v případě pana

doktora Zdeňka Mahlera jsem

podlehl vábení kouzelného

pseudonymu Profesor Malér,

jehož autorství budiž tu připsáno

Vikimu Shockovi) a proto, vědom

si jeho problematičnosti

především v osobní rovině,

přistupuji ke své práci vždy s

vysokou uměleckou odpovědností

a naplněn dobrou vůlí.

Bubenská 1 | Visit Divus gallery, theatre,
bookshop and cafe in Prague above Vltavska tube

station.
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that he had not painted the whole thing. So once I knew more about Andy

Warhol, my feelings for him changed, although I still respect him

immensely, because he traveled an entirely new path, entirely against

tradition. He was new and successful and worthy of so much attention. 

. . . . . . 

JS: Violence is seen as well in your very famous exaggerated hands. 

ZFZ: The figures sit there and you see the background. Actually my

drawings are not like this; my drawings have the Great Hall of the people

in the background, with red flags flying and gold stars. That was the

original idea, to imply the brutality of political struggle. But in the end I

did not dare paint like that, because in China it’s best not to make your

painting overly political, lest you create trouble for yourself. 

JS: And the hands, they are like the hands of a killer 

ZFZ: I just love painting hands, so sometimes when I paint a human

figure, I find a way of including his hand. I think that hands are

particularly able to convey a person’s personality and emotion, especially

because I unify their facial expression, hiding them behind masks. I hope

to use hands to depict some internal emotions. Even if I cover up all of my

sitters’ other skin, I cannot cover up the hands, so it seems the best to

make the hand exaggerated, bigger, more dynamic. It makes the canvas

more interesting. 

JS: So the only sign of difference is the hand, telling you a story. 

ZFZ: If you are nervous, happy, whatever—all of these subtle dynamics can

be revealed in your hand. 

. . . . . . 

JS: Things have changed a lot since you were going to the toilet in the

hospital twenty years ago. Now, where do you go to the toilet? Has your

vision changed completely in this time? Things have changed so fast in

such a very short time. 

ZFZ: I can still see through all these changes, and I think this is my

greatest resource. I have had so many experiences in my forty years, from

having nothing at all, not even a penny, to having all that I enjoy today.

These twenty years of development in China have been extraordinary, and

every decade is different. I think this has contributed a great deal to my

work. I consider it a great fortune. And since I am lucky enough to have

today, I treasure this fortune. I love making art, and the thing that makes

me happiest is that I have an opportunity to go on making it. 

JS: This last question was mostly to make you end the interview with a

smile. 

ZFZ: I have always seemed serious when I talk, and sometimes this creates

pressure for people. Like when I discuss prices or money with people, I am

not unhappy, but people will think that I think the price is too low. So then

they add more on. I tell them that is not what I meant, but it’s too late…….

Zheng Guogo ////// My Empire 

Jerome Sans: Your works seem to be dealing with youth culture. 

Zheng Guogo: That’s where I come from. I was young then, so that’s what

I was interested in. But things change constantly. And here we are today. 

. . . . . . 

JS: What was the series you started with? 

ZGG: My teacher. I squatted in the middle of the road with my teacher. 
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example, which is littleknown in the West. He leads the UCCA gallery in

Peking (with market access and support from private sources) under the

unique conditions of the Chinese imperial resurgence as a continuation of

his work at Palais de Tokyo. Now he has let the artists speak for

themselves. From a recentlyprinted publication of conversations with

thirty prominent contemporary Chinese artists we have selected three

interesting cases, and we have appended the short conversations with their

interviewers.

Inasmuch as a certain message repeats itself between the lines of most of

the interviews with the artists, it in many cases reflects acknowledgment of

the influence of Andy Warhol on the consideration of their own work and a

whollyunderstandable reflection on historical changes in the last thirty

years, both on the individual and the collective level. The selected

conversations stand out from the rest of the publication in their incisive

frankness and their treatment of personal details, which cast at the least,

an uncertain light onto the collective Chinese experience compared to the
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JS: Why did you make this work about your teacher? Normally you kill your

teacher, you kill your father. Why did this become a subject for you? 

ZGG: At the time I did not consider it a work. I was just squatting in the

middle of the street and thought it was interesting, so I shouted for the

camera and we took this picture. 

JS: Is he really your teacher? 

ZGG: No, of course not. I noticed this guy a few days before, squatting in

the road out in front of my studio, so I wanted to see who he was, and

once I did I thought he was really interesting, so I decided to make a

photo. Once it was developed, I was amused. 

JS: So why do you call him your teacher? 

ZGG: He has a lot of knowledge that I will never, ever have. He’s crazy.

When he walks, he turns somersaults. For dinner, he picks moldy scraps

from the trash and then smiles and laughs as he eats them. I figured the

next day he would have disappeared, but he was still there. 

JS: Who was he really? 

ZGG: He is a lunatic with an immune system unlike ours. He is truly crazy.

I have no way of being like him. 

JS: And what was your next step? 

ZGG: A work called Planting Geese. I learned this from my ‘teacher’. When

you plant the geese in the ground, they quack. It’s crazy. 

JS: What was the intention? 

ZGG: I didn’t know at the time, it was just pulling at me. I didn’t have a

clear intention; I was interested in doing something that went against

reality. I thought of one of my schoolteachers, who taught me that the

eyes of geese shrink everything they see, whereas the eyes of cows enlarge

things. So little children can tend cows, and geese, because they see you in

a shrunken state, do not fear you. You drive a car toward a goose and it

still thinks you are tiny. So geese are fearless somehow. This was a physics

teacher. I like this idea of the fearless goose. 

. . . . . . 

JS: How does this work with the geese link to the Lives of Yangjiang Youth

photography you took later? 

ZGG: The link is hard to explain. The action and behavior of the kids in

these pictures are foolish and almost criminal. They do things other people

would not dare to do. So perhaps you could say that burying the geese was

also a sort of outrageous action. But I never actually considered these

works together. I just suddenly get interested in something and then I go

and do it. Or you could say that burying geese, like the actions depicted in

the photos, are things that if you told your parents about them, they would

grow worried.”Ah?! How can you do that?” they might ask. Perhaps they

would scold you. Young people like to do things their parents do not

understand. Youth culture is not mainstream culture, because the

dominant power always lies in the parents’ hands. 

. . . . . . 

JS: Are you happy with your works? If you are happy with them, it means

you have a special feeling for them. How do you feel when you look at your

works? 

ZGG: I like my work. I like almost everything I make. But they move in so

many different directions, so can we skip over this question? Sometimes I

don’t think they are even my own work, but rather a piece of myself, an

external expression of my thought and action. I have confidence in my

work, but no confidence in how to answer the question, “How would you

describe your work?” Put simply, my works are just part of my life. 
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JS: And your life also a part of your work 

ZGG: Yes, art is part of my life, so often I don’t even feel as if I am making

works. It’s like I am living, and something happens, or there is an

exhibition, so I finish a work in time for this or that, as a way of killing

time. If I didn’t have anything to do, I would have no way to go on living. 

JS: It depends on your vision of time. 

ZGG: True enough. If I didn’t have this to do, I could pass the time just as

easily by sleeping 

JS: So why do you choose to make art? 

ZGG: I got sucked in. People decided for me. I was doing just fine in

Yangjiang, free to do this or that. And then all of a sudden... 

. . . . . . 

JS: You created a group, a young group of calligraphers, the Yangjiang

group, to protest against the present situation of Chinese calligraphy. 

ZGG: In 2002, I met Chen Zaiyan and Sun Qingin. They are calligraphers

in the traditional sense. Talking with them I came to understand the state

of calligraphy in China. There is the Chinese Calligraphy Association, with

chapters in each province, city, country, and village. It is quite difficult to

enter the Calligraphy Association in your county; you have to participate in

certain official exhibitions. When you go from the county to the city, they

critique you, saying what you do right and wrong, telling you where your

mistakes are. But I started thinking that these judges from the cities

might not necessarily have the expertise to accurately judge the

calligraphy coming up from the villages. Someone in a small town

somewhere might be an incredible calligrapher, but if he lacked the right

connections, and the committee of judges doesn’t know what it is doing,

then hasn’t this person’s talent been wasted? After I learned about this

situation, I decided to form a calligraphy group, with the belief that

calligraphy exists outside the official calligraphy world. 

JS: And what do you produce? 

ZGG: Our first exhibition was titled Are you going to look at calligraphy or

to take my blood pressure? We write things that we cannot even recognize

once we finish writing them. Our goal is to make everyone illiterate,

including ourselves. We make installation from calligraphy, a thousand

sheets of paper waving on the ground like an ocean, things like that. 

. . . . . . 

JS: What was the idea behind making your own Empire? It’s like being a

teenager and telling your parents to stay out of your room, making your

own little world. 

ZGG: I think that at this point I need to do something that can last, not an

installation that is only there for the duration of an exhibition and then

taken down. This project is permanent, and I want to make it into a

platform, like a missile launching station. I need a platform, from inside

which I can research which missiles I can launch at which target, this one

toward Venice, that one toward Kassel, or even farther. After I launch them

I feel as if everything is suddenly clear and open. 

JS: But not open, because there is a wall! The new empire. You are the

emperor of your own world, like Michael Jackson in Neverland! 

ZGG: Walls are easy to build and destroy, I have torn mine down many

times. So I am still open. I have already built and destroyed the wall four

times. Every so often a peasant will say to me, “I have this piece of land,

and I want to sell it to you. Do you want it or not?” And I buy it. So then I

tear down my wall and build it again, around this new piece of land. I could

keep on expanding forever, without limits. Maybe someday I can tear down

all of these walls, and the whole world will be mine. 

JS: Is it true that you are building pavilions for your friends and relatives? 
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spontaneity. It might be expected that the ongoing work of French curator

Jérôme Sans on the Chinese creative scene is threatened by these same

shortcomings. However, Sans is no typical western stooge permitted to

stick his nose into the sumptuous workshops of a few preselected super

artists. Rather, he is personally trying to write missing or wholly indecorous

chapters of contemporary Chinese art, on the new wave of the 1980s for

example, which is littleknown in the West. He leads the UCCA gallery in

Peking (with market access and support from private sources) under the

unique conditions of the Chinese imperial resurgence as a continuation of

his work at Palais de Tokyo. Now he has let the artists speak for

themselves. From a recentlyprinted publication of conversations with

thirty prominent contemporary Chinese artists we have selected three

interesting cases, and we have appended the short conversations with their

interviewers.

Inasmuch as a certain message repeats itself between the lines of most of

the interviews with the artists, it in many cases reflects acknowledgment of

the influence of Andy Warhol on the consideration of their own work and a

whollyunderstandable reflection on historical changes in the last thirty
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conversations stand out from the rest of the publication in their incisive

frankness and their treatment of personal details, which cast at the least,
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socalled ‘unrecognized obvious’.
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ZGG: yes 

JS: Can I have my own pavilion? 

ZGG: Yes 

JS: It is common for an artist to have this sort of fantasy but rare for him

to take it so far. This is as concrete as Andy Warhol’s factory, which he

made in the urban context of New York, where all of his friends could

gather together to invent, produce, exchange. 

ZGG: His factory was prebuilt, but my empire has to be built from

scratch. I have no idea when it will finally be complete. It is still just a

piece of land. 

JS: You cannot yet use it? 

ZGG: I am enjoying the process of construction, and it is entirely possible

that one day the government will confiscate it. It is illegal, an unauthorized

building. But who cares? I’m addicted, and I have accrued invisible capital

in the process. 

JS: Now the situation in China is that everyone finds a way of dealing with

the government to expand their own space, but your example is extreme.

The government might not have the ability to confiscate your plot. 

ZGG: I am also preparing, thinking about ways to make the project legal. 

JS: With lawyers? 

ZGG: No. I am just asking around. If you maintain your relationships

properly, no one will mess with you. They come and fine you a little bit,

but once you pay it, it is as if you’re tacitly accepted. No one says anything,

but that’s how it works. I’m enjoying myself. 

JS: How do you envision this territory? What is visually or conceptually

your plan for it? Will you move there definitively when it is complete? 

ZGG: I have not thought it through yet. I have built a very primitive forest

there. I bought centuriesold trees from all over and replanted them there.

JS: What do those trees look like? 

ZGG: More than half of them have died. I feel so cheated. 

JS: Do you do that quite often? 

ZGG: Not anymore. Before I had no experience, but now I ask the experts

when is the best time to transplant these trees. It is spring. There were a

few times though that I would see a tree and want it so badly that I had to

have it then, but as soon as they dug up it would die. I just wanted to

move it right away, to look at it every day and be happy. 

. . . . . . 

JS: It looks a bit like archaeological modernism; it destroys the landscape.

Will it always remain in this present half built state? 

ZGG: It looks like the shell of a house that a developer couldn’t sell. 

JS: Will you finish these buildings? 

ZGG: Those are not actually buildings; they are skeletons for four giant

mountains. At some point they will be converted over with rocks. 

JS: So why didn’t you buy land with the mountains already? 

ZGG: Because you can’t just hollow out mountains. People will live inside of

my stone mountains. I am fabricating everything, including the forest. It is

a very long process. 

JS: So you want to do this your whole life? 

ZGG: I don’t know; I just want to pass the time. 

JS: And you will live there? 

ZGG: Of course. If I build this whole thing I will want to enjoy it. In the
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end it will become a sanatorium. When the wind blows there it is quite

comfortable. 

JS: How many people work there? 

ZGG: At the peak, more than 100 

JS: They live there? 

ZGG: Some of them 

JS: In tents? 

ZGG: No, they live in some simple structures they have erected, because

some are migrant workers from elsewhere 

JS: Do you have one house for yourself at least that is finished? 

ZGG: Almost. There is a living room and kitchen where people can eat.

Food is the most important problem to solve. 

JS: You go there every month, every week? 

ZGG: Yes, there is so much you have to show the workers how to do. A lot

of the project lies in my imagination. Once the structure is built I have to

imagine where the entrance and exits go. It is all in my head. 

JS: Will these mountains be like skyscrapers? 

ZGG: No, they will still look mountains, natural stone mountains. 

JS: You brought the land from the peasants? 

ZGG: That’s right. 

JS: And they give you a deed to the property? 

ZGG: Yes, a Guangdongstyle deed. 

JS: Are you very rich? 

ZGG: No, I have thrown all of my money into this project. It is like the

Bank of Empire, accruing mountains and houses. I think this is good, that

if you make money as an artist, at some point you need to put that money

back into your art and allow it to grow into something else. 

JS: So this is your main project, your life project. 

ZGG: For now at least. If there comes a day when I am no longer

interested in it at all, I may move on. 

JS: But you would lose all the energy and money you have invested. 

ZGG: Not necessarily, because I think the process of accruing invisible

capital is more important. Building this compound has opened me up,

allowed me to stop caring. 

JS: Do you pay attention to feng shui? 

ZGG: No. 

JS: So you don’t care where the mountains and rivers go? 

ZGG: If you put enough money into something, the feng shui emerges.

This is just a very ordinary piece of land, so there’s no point in saying the

feng shui in naturally good or bad. It’s a piece of shit, I just happened to

throw all of my money into it, so of course the feng shui is good. 

JS: What is your architectural plan on this land? 

ZGG: Let me draw it for you. In the computer game Age of Empire there is

a secret weapon, a child riding a tricycle. At the front of the tricycle there

is a cannon, and as soon as this child fires his cannon, everything explodes.

The plan is based on the shape of this figure. It’s a secret weapon, and if

you use it to defend a channel, it can hold off an entire invading army. As

soon as he sees people coming, he fires a round, and everything around is

completely destroyed, turned into ruins. 

JS: When will this whole project be built? 
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ZGG: In another two years. 

JS: How long have you been working on it already? 

ZGG: Three years, since late 2005. Just building the surrounding wall is

incredibly difficult, because you have to resolve the boundaries with the

neighboring peasants. 

JS: I want to see it. I want to know what you have built for me! 

ZGG: I can give you a guest house. 

JS: Not a guesthouse, Jérôme’s house! 

ZGG: What do you want your house to be? Please don’t say you want to

build a museum! 

JS: No, just my own house 

ZGG: That’s fine, but no air conditioning! [ Laughs.]
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Pauline J. Yao

A Game Played Without Rules Has No Losers
That contemporary art in China has developed in response to the cultural, political, intellectual, economic,
and social conditions of its particular (and highly transformative) environment is beyond doubt. Yet to
what extent we view art as merely reflective, illustrative, or representative of its specific cultural context,
rather than endowed with the capacity to transcend difference and engage critically to change, readapt,
redesign, or push against these contested frameworks, has nearly always been in question. It is this
contradiction—between art’s capacity to reveal certain social determinants and its ability or willingness to
effect change upon them—that underlies much of contemporary art production today. The tendency to go
against prescribed systems and institutional structures in the art world, cross the boundaries of art, or
question how we define art in the first place, has become accepted shorthand for closing the gap between
art and everyday life, itself a gesture widely interpreted as promoting positive values and contributing to
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The legacy of anti-institutional practices that we most readily associate with contemporary art in the West
barely exists in the Chinese context; if anything, it represents a conundrum for artists who strive to
maintain a critical stance while supporting the aim of mainstream acceptance. The process of reconciling
these two goals—of gaining entry into hitherto closed institutions locally while at the same time
maintaining an “outsider” or “anti-establishment” aesthetic or political position in the eyes of the global
community—produces a tension that underlies artistic production in China, just as it does in many other
developing art centers.

View of Zheng Guogu’s Age of Empire in process, 2008. Photo courtesy of the artist.

An unusual building being built at the foot of the mountain for Zheng Guogu’s Age of Empire, 2009. Photo courtesy of the artist.
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The ongoing conundrum around art’s autonomy—the degree to which art should be responsible to itself
alone or to its own particular context and society—is a global issue left largely unresolved. As the world
faces a shrinking global economy and the collapse of world financial markets, questions surrounding art’s
sovereignty have become all the more pressing. We are all well aware of the ineffectiveness of art
criticism in the face of the market, and of the superficialities that have accompanied the art world’s recent
bout of lavish overspending and self-aggrandizement.1 But statements that demonize the market or
advocate a turn towards sobriety, a “return to substance,” or going back to “art making as it should be,”
not only suggest an air of non-complicity, but imply that there is some clear consensus on what it is we
should be returning to. By now we are well aware that art has never only been about the market or
business-end strategies. The presence of commerce is not anathema to creativity, nor does its absence
immediately restore art to a state of purity and innocence. Indeed, the insistence that art production should
remain totally free from the market runs dangerously close to one that confines those same aesthetic
practices to a space of meaningless insignificance, independent of the social and political conditions that
inform and ensure its own very existence.

Rather than look to the market as culprit, we might turn instead to factors that sustain rather than
misappropriate artistic production. If we recognize the art market as a subset of concerns contained within
a larger entity we know as the art world, then what can be said of the concerns of the art world itself? In
order to meet the demands of the market, contemporary art in China has witnessed an unprecedented
ramping up of production, and this tendency has threatened outlets for critical reflection and thinking,
which in turn thwarts long-term sustainability. Moreover, if the imported aesthetics that inform
contemporary Chinese art—installation art, video, and new media—on the one hand trigger suspicion in
official institutions and academies raised on a diet of traditional painting and socialist realism, they
provide on the other hand a much-needed image of progress and modernization to cover for the
government’s totalitarian attitudes. Assessing art’s relationship to autonomy, sovereignty, and
independence in the midst of China’s pronounced lack of autonomy in other spheres of life—namely,
certain political and social freedoms and values we associate with civil society—becomes entangled not
only in social and political concerns, but in increasingly present economic ones. On the surface it would
appear that support for contemporary art in China has reached new heights, proven by the influx of art
fairs, exhibitions in state-run institutions, and even new forms of government funding.2 But the spirit that
underlies these ventures remains solidly aimed at capital gain, market interests, and the business end of art
production, with little, if any evidence of support for activities outside this sphere. Whatever subversive
tendencies that might remain from earlier periods is quietly tolerated, but more often commercially
packaged or even neutralized by the government’s apparently open stance on contemporary art—a
position only leveraged by certain individuals when it is deemed convenient (read profitable) or when it
follows the prevailing political wind.
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Xijing Olympics, opening ceremony, 2008. The Xijing Men. Photo courtesy of the artists.

In his essay “The Politics of Installation,” published in this journal, Boris Groys reminds us that although
artworks cannot escape their commodity status, they are also not expressly made for buyers and
collectors; in other words, the multitude of art biennials, art fairs, and major blockbuster exhibitions has
generated an “art public” in which the typical viewer is someone who rarely views the work as a
commodity. For Groys, this is evidence that the art system is “on its way to becoming part of the very
mass culture that it has for so long sought to observe and analyze from a distance.”3 Such an assessment
may hold true for the bulk of the Western art world, but carries less weight in China or in many non-
Western regions where contemporary art is still far from being a constitutive element of mass culture.
Despite growing numbers of visitors to museums and arts districts in China, contemporary art remains
mostly unrecognized by mainstream culture, only haltingly accepted into government-run institutions,
absent from the average university art department, and virtually unknown to the average citizen. These
truths are often forgotten, especially when one’s time is spent sealed within the gallery-filled espresso
culture of the urban contemporary art world. However, there is a sense that this is all about to change, and
this makes it all the more important to pay attention to how the groundwork is laid for creative and
aesthetic practices that operate apart from, away from, or in resistance to the dominant spheres of
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commercialism surrounding them. The phenomenon of self-contained “art zones” such as Beijing’s 798
Art Zone are symptomatic of both a desire to segregate art from regular life and an effort to enhance its
marketability by referencing its own legacy of success. In the absence of any counterpoint with which to
understand this activity, contemporary art continues to be treated explicitly as a form of entertainment, a
photo backdrop, or a moneymaking scheme for the burgeoning middle and upper classes. Media attention,
private sponsorship, corporate ventures, and personal museums do little to counteract a growing
perception that equates contemporary art with investment and market value.

The most enduring dilemma lies in the government’s own directives, which consciously limit art’s
interactions with the rest of society. Lumped together into the amorphous designation of “creative
industries” and isolated within “creative industry zones,” contemporary art has found itself walled off in
places that both contain art and impose a sense of hermeticism. The rapid territorial expansion of
contemporary art in Beijing in particular has not only stimulated studio-bound, market-oriented artistic
practices, but has further limited site-specific practices to being responses to physical sites at the expense
of social or political ones. This radicalization of space serves as a constant reminder of the contested
nature of public space in China, and of a lurking authoritarian presence that seeks to control artistic as
well as personal participation in the creation of everyday culture.

Distinguishing art from the rest of social life serves the interests of certain groups more than others.
Keeping art at a safe distance from (or above) meaningful political engagement and in limited contact
with society perpetuates its dependence on status quo economic conditions and social structures, no
matter how radical its aesthetics might appear. While the Western appetite for “resistance” has a tendency
to cast all art production in China as oppositional or “anti-regime,” this is rarely the case. It may be true
that in the absence of meaningful civil society, political society encompasses everything, but by the same
token this stimulates an utter indifference with regard to politics itself. Contemporary art in China is
plagued by the absence of politics and worse, by the banalization of it. What we need are models that do
more than critique the commercial atmosphere surrounding art (while operating from a position of safety)
—models that engage meaningfully with the social determinants of production that shape and form art in
the first place, asking not what is made, but who makes it, for whom, and under what conditions.4

Xijing Olympics, 2008. Tsuyoshi Ozawa during competition. The Xijing Men. Photo courtesy of the artists.
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their modernist frameworks and container aesthetics, China is eagerly adopting the very institutional
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Contemporary art throughout China today suffers from being cut off from both the traditions of the past
and the life of the present. Attempting to untangle the knot of aesthetic autonomy in this context only
magnifies art’s two perceived dead-ends: autonomous irrelevance or engaged complicity.5 The model of
“engaged autonomy” that Charles Esche proposes is thus an intriguing one, suggesting a way to think of
autonomy not as something that is invested in the object itself but rather as an action or a way of
working.6 It advocates not only an active and participatory attitude, but replaces traditional top-down
methods of assigning value and worth with more homespun measures of self-declared legitimacy and
collective gain.

Efforts to detach contemporary art from its enclaves have already begun. Art collectives, alternative art
spaces, deterritorialized social and relational practices all fit within this schema and present possible
critical models for how we understand and witness the ways in which art can exert its own energy upon a
given environment or social context, rather than simply emerge as its byproduct. I myself have helped
initiate one such endeavor in Beijing called the Arrow Factory—a modestly sized art space where artistic
production comes up against the social realities of its own immediate environment. Below I highlight two
further art projects which embody possible strategies for an “engaged autonomy” that demonstrates a
desire not only to create something that lies beyond the boundaries of the art world, but also to reach new,
unprepared audiences.

The work of the Xijing Men is rooted in everyday life and addresses the concerns of average individuals
while simultaneously embracing and shattering nationalist frameworks by collaborating across cultural
and linguistic borders. Their 2008 Xijing Olympics project has received wide international acclaim, due in
part to its availability on websites such as YouTube. Formed by Chinese artist Chen Shaoxiong, Japanese
artist Tsuyoshi Ozawa, and Korean artist Gimhongsok on the premise that there exists a northern capital
(Beijing), a southern capital (Nanjing), and an eastern capital (Tokyo), but no western capital as of yet,
The Xijing Men have taken it upon themselves to explore the option of making one. Collectively hailing
from the fictional place of Xijing, their fixed attitudes towards nationhood and cultural or regional
identities are overshadowed by values of plurality, multiplicity, and open-ended experimentation from the
very start. Collaboration between these three artists from three different Asian countries conjures
complicated notions of Asian-ness while offering a discourse centered less on the homogenizing forces of
globalization than on the celebration of difference. One key to understanding the Xijing Men can be found
in their method of communication. Without a common verbal language, the artists rely instead upon a
mixture of broken English, physical gestures, hand-drawn sketches, and occasional handwriting (Chinese,
Japanese, and Koreans all share an understanding of Chinese characters) to convey their ideas to one
another. Even though they hail from different cultural background, the equalizing factor is language, with
each from the very start working outside his ‘zone of comfort’ linguistically.

Staged in August 2008 during the official Beijing Olympic Games, Xijing Olympics presented a humorous
yet provocative take on the unabashedly spectacular Olympics mania that gripped China last summer. In
the outskirts of Beijing, the artist group carried out their own version, casting themselves as “athletes” and
their family and friends as “audience.” Drawing from everyday objects and experiences—kicking
watermelons instead of soccer balls, marathon napping, giving massages with boxing gloves, and other
absurdities such as a three-way table tennis match using shoes as paddles—their version mocked the
seriousness and solemnity with which the Chinese government (and by association, the Chinese public)
treated the glitzy theatrics of the real Beijing Games. The Xijing Men replaced themes of winning,
success, and public entertainment with modesty, simplicity, and failure. If the Games themselves
constituted the supreme performance of Chinese national pride under the auspices of international
diplomacy (never mind the subtext of China’s own eager aspirations to secure its position among the
global superpowers), then the Xijing Olympics represented a caricature of these attitudes in which humor,
playfulness, and aimlessness are injected into the highly scripted and ceremonial tone of the official
games. Their antics worked to present a kind of informal locality to offset the trope of national spectacle,
and in the process identified more directly with the concerns of average citizens, whose struggles to
negotiate the massive transformations enveloping their way of life go largely unnoticed. The low-tech
theatrics of the Xijing Olympics reflected a form of practice that is refreshingly human-scaled and attuned
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to the proximity of individuals rather than traditional groupings conditioned by notions of the “mass” and
the “people.”

Xijing Olympics, 2008. Table Tennis Competition. The Xijing Men. Photo courtesy of the artists.

Continuing the logic of game-playing, artist Zheng Guogu’s ambitious Age of Empire (2001–) is part land
art, part playground, and part social experiment. Inspired by the computer game series Age of Empires, in
which players control historical world civilizations, Zheng is gradually transforming an agricultural area
on the outskirts of Yangjiang city into a real-world replica of the game’s virtual community. It began in
2000, when a friend gave him a tip on some cheap land in the outskirts of the city, after which he soon
bought up 5000 sq m. By 2005 he had acquired more neighboring plots to arrive at 20,000 sq m, which
has today grown to 40,000 sq m (approximately 10 acres) and counting. Zheng has since replaced the
existing landscape with an entirely new one that includes hills and mountains and a small village area, all
surrounded by a stone wall.

Age of Empire is a project that does not concern itself with making a finished artwork—to date not a
single building has been completed—rather, it functions as an exercise in turning the fictional into reality,
or, more accurately, as an experiment in the social process of making itself. For many contemporary
artists in China, art is viewed as a profession—treated as an occupation rather than a way of life. The
prescribed categories of artist, calligrapher, or architect are all designations that Zheng disavows and
slowly works to dissolve. Although ostensibly meant to house an artist studio, a small museum, and living
and entertainment quarters, the real achievement of Age of Empire lies in its integration of life and art. As
Zheng recreates his made-up game on real land, he faces real-world concerns about securing money,
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Pauline J. Yao

A Game Played Without Rules Has No Losers
That contemporary art in China has developed in response to the cultural, political, intellectual, economic,
and social conditions of its particular (and highly transformative) environment is beyond doubt. Yet to
what extent we view art as merely reflective, illustrative, or representative of its specific cultural context,
rather than endowed with the capacity to transcend difference and engage critically to change, readapt,
redesign, or push against these contested frameworks, has nearly always been in question. It is this
contradiction—between art’s capacity to reveal certain social determinants and its ability or willingness to
effect change upon them—that underlies much of contemporary art production today. The tendency to go
against prescribed systems and institutional structures in the art world, cross the boundaries of art, or
question how we define art in the first place, has become accepted shorthand for closing the gap between
art and everyday life, itself a gesture widely interpreted as promoting positive values and contributing to
the betterment of society at large. How such transgressions might come to be envisioned, realized, and
recognized, in a place like contemporary China—with its underdeveloped art infrastructure and
overdeveloped sense of control—still remains to be seen.

China finds itself today in a peculiar position vis-à-vis the global art world. While international art centers
struggle to define the role of art institutions, and countless artists and curators appear eager to jettison
their modernist frameworks and container aesthetics, China is eagerly adopting the very institutional
systems and structures that the Western art world is ready to abandon. The overarching narrative of
contemporary art in China, starting with the late 1970s, has been largely predicated on acknowledgement,
acceptance, and recognition by the “official” system, even as Chinese artists struggled with its ideologies
and prescribed stylistic conventions. The debates and discussions which followed centered on the
exclusion of certain art forms from the official ranks, without calling into question the inequalities and
injustices of the system itself. Today, ongoing efforts are similarly so mired in the rush to professionalize,
to establish boundaries and structures of governance for the sphere of contemporary art to the extent that
experiments performed outside or against these efforts have become scarce and of indeterminable gain.

building rights, and the location of materials. Thus the sleepy coastal town of Yangjiang—small by
Chinese standards, with a population of some 2 million—comes to stand as a microcosm for survival:
underneath lurks a contested ground, a community full of underground systems and partial struggles that
inform everyday life, and, by association, Zheng’s diverse practice.

View of Zheng Guogu’s Age of Empire site, 2008. Photo courtesy of the artist.

Though his work deals with familiar themes of consumerism and tropes of transformation, he is also
content to show us that which is constant and unchanging—a glimpse into the steady pace of life in his
hometown of Yangjiang in the southern province of Guangdong. As Zheng knowingly acquired his land
through illegal means (though he exchanged money and signed agreements with all the farmers he bought
from, this land was legally not theirs to sell, as all land in China belongs to the state), which essentially
means that local building officials can give him constant headaches for building on it and potentially
obstruct the whole enterprise. Thus Zheng’s daily activities have quickly become consumed by wining,
dining, and bribing the local officials in efforts to curry favor, maintain good relations, and negotiate with
the proper channels. In making Age of Empire, he cooperates with the system in order to transcend it,
becoming complicit yet independent at the same time. As Zheng says, “I live here and drink with my
friends all day. I can let them know the traces of an artist. I can talk about art to a fishmonger today, to a
man eating abalone tomorrow. Or I can talk to the boss of a snack bar.” His family, friends, objects,
experiences, social interactions, and recreational activities—nearly everything in his life and surroundings
—embed themselves and leave traces in his art. From this stable position, a certain sense of freedom
enables Zheng to take risks that transcend the usual boundaries of art. In this sense, Zheng Guogu presents
us with a sort of hypothesis: if real life can become art once it enters the world of art—by means of
galleries, museums, and exhibitions—then what are the ways in which art can be returned to become a
part of one’s everyday existence?

Projects like Age of Empire and the work of the Xijing Men will continue to operate spontaneously with
no fixed timeframe, set limits, or defined outcome. Zheng has calculated a means of living his art through
his daily actions, calling into question our awareness of our own practices as artists, critics, curators,
historians, and audience members—practices that define the boundaries of the art world in the first place.
Like Zheng talking to the man eating abalone, or to the fishmonger, we are witnessing the art world’s
traditional borders becoming indivisible from those of the social order it is inclined to merely portray. As
Zheng says, “The artist is around them, and he does leave a trace. It’s a gradual process to see the effect of
that.”7 The question becomes whether this trace is deemed immanent in the utopian processes we attribute
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their modernist frameworks and container aesthetics, China is eagerly adopting the very institutional
systems and structures that the Western art world is ready to abandon. The overarching narrative of
contemporary art in China, starting with the late 1970s, has been largely predicated on acknowledgement,
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1 For more on the state of contemporary art criticism in China, see my text “Critical Horizons: On Art
Criticism in China,” Diaaalogues, Asia Art Archive Online Newsletter, (December 2008), →.

2 By “government funding” I refer to the Beijing Culture and Development Fund’s establishment of the
Art Beijing Fund, a fund of 5 million Chinese yuan (roughly 732,000 US dollars) which was recently put
to use sponsoring galleries to participate in the Art Beijing art fair.

3 Boris Groys, “Politics of Installation,” e-flux journal, no. 2 (January 2009), →.

4 For more on issues of production, see my book In Production Mode: Contemporary Art in China, [Hong
Kong: Timezone 8 Books, (in cooperation with CCAA), 2008].

5 Charles Esche, Foreword, Afterall Journal, no. 11 (2006).

6 Ibid.

7 Zheng Guogu, interview by Hu Fang, Jumping out of Three Dimensions, Staying Outside Five Elements.
Guangzhou: Vitamin Creative Space, 2007. (unpaginated)

Pauline J. Yao is an independent curator and scholar based in Beijing and San Francisco. Born in the
U.S., she came to China in the early 1990s to study Chinese and then returned to the States and received
her M.A. degree in East Asian Studies and Art History at the University of Chicago. For five years she
worked as Assistant Curator of Chinese Art at the Asian Art Museum of San Francisco during which time
she curated exhibitions of modern and contemporary art, published her writings in various magazines,
catalogues and journals, taught courses in the Graduate Program at the California College of the Arts, and
frequently traveled to China for independent research. In 2006 she received a Fulbright Grant and
relocated to Beijing. In 2007 she received the inaugural CCAA Art Critic Award and subsequently
published In Production Mode: Contemporary Art in China (2008). She sits on the editorial board of
Yishu Art Journal and Contemporary Art and Investment

(当代艺术与投资)

magazine and helped co-found the storefront art space the Arrow Factory in Beijing in 2008. Yao is one of
four curators of the upcoming 2009 Shenzhen Hong Kong Architecture and Urbanism Bi-city Biennale.
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Breaking Forecast

ULLENS CENTER FOR CONTEMPORARY ART, BEIJING, CHINA

Comprising eight artists under 40, ‘Breaking Forecast’ – which
has the helpful, if grammatically incorrect, subtitle, ‘8 Key Figures
of China’s New Generation Artists’ – marks the second
anniversary of the Ullens Centre for Contemporary Art (UCCA) in
Beijing’s 798 district. While the UCCA’s inaugural exhibition in
October 2008 (’85 New Wave’) looked back, seeking to both
provide an overview of contemporary Chinese art and to pin down
a starting-point, ‘Breaking Forecast’ looks to the future. 

So, is the forecast bright? Well, yes and no. While the survey is,
overall, frequently incoherent, it doesn’t aim for coherency – co-
curator (and Ullens Director) Jérôme Sans claims that it is ‘a
group exhibition of solo shows’. This is a reasonable aim given
the non-profit art centre’s expansive 6,000-square-metre space,
though an inconsistency in approach means that some weak work
is afforded a lot of space and vice-versa.
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Much of the work here favours large-scale technical trickery over
modesty, pomposity over the most basic arguments for scale (it’s
little surprise that around half of the artists shown have been
collected by Charles Saatchi). ‘Breaking Forecast’ opens with
husband-and-wife duo Sun Yuan and Peng Yu’s A Moment of
Clarity (2009), a screen and series of fans that blows an
impressive two-metre-wide smoke ring along the long space
towards the entrance. The billowing ring is finally dispersed by a
mechanized, windmilling broom. A similar taste for one-liners is
at work in Madeln’s Calm (2009), in which a neat, room-sized
rectangle of rubble slowly undulates, as though it were breathing.

Sun and Peng also present Tomorrow (2006) which comprises
four waxwork figures that resemble the complete (though seriously
ageing) Beatles line-up. At the 2006 Liverpool Biennial these
figures were dumped into the city’s harbour, before complaints led
to them being quickly fished out. Video documentation of this
earlier work is presented at the UCCA, alongside the figures, who
lean in the corner. Despite their apparent disregard for subtlety,
Sun and Peng certainly have a knack for audience-baiting work – I
wonder what they will come up with for next year’s Sydney
Biennial (let’s hope it doesn’t have anything to do with INXS).

Two of the other artists deal – fairly unconvincingly – with
translations. There are several works from Liu Wei’s 2006 ‘As
Long as I See It’ series (Liu is also represented here with the awful
WIOW, 2009, a composite of landmarks made entirely from
stitched dog-chews), in which a sofa and an industrial work-
surface are sliced through according to what can be seen in a
closely cropped Polaroid of the objects. Close by, Madeln’s To See
is an Obstacle is a 22-metre-long rainbow-hued spine of thin
columns that represents an ‘unknown statistical chart’. (Madeln is
the new pseudonym of Xu Zhen, by which all of his post-
November 2009 work will be made under.)
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Share this article:An earlier work of Xu’s (made under his own name), Global peace
is the mission of this country (2009), is also included, and
comprises the audio file of the title phrase – taken, apparently,
from a clip of politicians discussing the Middle East – etched into
rusted metal. Perhaps best known for Constellation (2006), a dark
room of twinkling computers and household appliances shown at
the 2009 Venice Biennale, Xu is an interesting artist, though is ill-
served by a poor selection in ‘Breaking Forecast’.

Though unfortunately not showing for most of the time when I
visited, much more impressive is a large presentation of Yang
Fudong’s Dawn Mist, Separation Faith (2009), nine black and
white 35mm films showing simultaneously – an installation that
the artist has referred to as ‘peripheral cinema’.

The UCCA’s vast central space is dominated by All Those Whom I
Have Forgotten (2009), a black waterfall falling from a series of
pumps just below the ceiling, by Qiu Zhijie (who had a solo show
here last spring). The deluge falls into a murky pool below,
staining the back wall – on which the artist had hand-painted
hundreds of lines of calligraphy – and eventually blacking out the
text with 25 tonnes of inky water. Qiu is perhaps best-known for
his early text-based pieces, such as Copying Lanting Qu One
Thousand Times (1990–7) – that is, work that All Those Whom I
Have Forgotten scales up without developing on. Is this what
happens when studio spaces start to match museums in square
footage?
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Better is The Birth of RMB City by Cao Fei, the youngest artist
here: inside a fibreglass mountain -– angled and cartoonish –
pastoral electronica burbles, accompanying footage from Cao’s
ongoing ‘RMB City’ project. In the Second Life-style game, the
roaming viewpoint cuts between rusting versions of iconic
buildings in Beijing – Rem Koolhaas’ still unfinished CCTV tower,
the Bird’s Nest – placed higgledy-piggeldy on a small mountain.

Also engaging with China’s recent built history is Zheng Guogu’s
Face of Empire (2009), a roofless white pavilion on a scrubby
gravel garden of shrubs and boulders. The structure is a replica of
his ongoing ‘Age of Empire’ project (2004–), a working village
built on 20,000-square metres of land in the suburbs of his
hometown of Yangjiang. ‘Empire’ is, in effect, a permanent
settlement unsanctioned by the state, a satirical version of modern
China that is being built by some 100 workers. (Zheng claims that
the unfinished houses are actually skeletons; the village will
ultimately be covered over to become an underground community.)
Large sliding screens show photo-realistic rural scenes from the
unfinished village. Both Cao and Zheng critically reflect – in very
different ways – on present-day China as a work-in-progress.
Most interesting, for me, is the way in which their ongoing
projects are situated in the ungovernable margins: online or built
in semi-secret.

Sam Thorne
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